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editor’s note

Tick tock, the
ticking clock
Time. A simple enough concept to grasp but an
important one nonetheless. In fact, for myself,
time isn’t just important; it’s precious. With the
increasing stresses and strains of life, I feel like
I’m constantly losing time. Suddenly that
deadline, which was once months away, has
reared up and is right there in my face. With still
so much to do, time slips by – and before long
there won’t be enough time to complete all the
jobs in hand.
Juggling multiple writing projects, equipment testing, a
family and other activities outside of SUP (they do exist!)
means that my time gets stretched and having to be
efficient with time management is key to success. And
yet there’s always a way to make time for personal SUP.
Of course, spending time with loved ones is important
but with a little prior planning and preparation it’s
possible to make time for your watery fix too.
A few tips include: checking forecasts and tide times (if
applicable) well in advance. Having a plan in place for
your SUP sessions – but equally be ready to revert to
plan B, should things go awry. Getting those dull jobs
out of the way when you’re off the brine – ‘tis the way
you accrue brownie points and don’t have work/chores
hanging over you like a dark cloud. Encouraging your
family to take up the sport – there’s nothing like having
quality SUP time with your spouse and offspring. Being
opportunistic. If you suddenly find yourself with time,
kit ready to go and you’re close to the water then don’t
delay, get involved!
There are plenty of other ways to make paddling a
bigger part of your life, even with the little amounts of
time we all have. All the riches in the world
unfortunately won’t buy us any more time, so we
have to be clever about how we manage our lifestyle –
especially if you deem stand up paddling to be high
on your list of priorities.

The first of many…
You’ll probably have noticed the theme of this issue’s
Gear Shed reviews section – flat water (for want of a
better term). Over the last few mags we’ve published a
whole raft of kit reviews but have always wanted to
categorise what we feature, based on the time of year.
Streamlining our testing process is key and happily
we seem to be getting there. As such, this is the first
of many more category reviews that will follow. The
last SUPM of the year will feature surf SUPs.
Hopefully with our in depth write ups you’ll discover
your true SUP companion. And if the ones included in
this issue aren’t enough, then don’t forget to check
our website for even more.
Tez Plavenieks, July 2015
tez@supmaguk.co.uk
@tezwoz
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Thanks to the following for helping us put issue three together – without you it wouldn’t be possible:
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Wood, Dave White, Dave Adams, all who helped with the Nah Skwell Beach Comp 12.6ft comparison article,
all the brands and companies who submitted kit/products to our Gear Shed section, Fi Plavenieks and
everyone else who supports us - without you SUP Mag UK simply wouldn't exist..
Cover and editor’s note photos. Dave White http://davewhite.me
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Impressions Print and Label
http://printandlabel.com
Not all contributors are professional writers and photographers,
so don’t be put off writing because you have no experience!
Next issue is September 2015 with a deadline of
submissions on August 10th. Technical Information:
Contributions preferably as a Microsoft Word file with 8001200 words, emailed to tez@supmaguk.co.uk. Images should
be hi-resolution and emailed with the Word file or if preferred, a
Dropbox folder will be created for you. SUP Mag UK encourages
contributions of any nature but reserves the right to edit to the
space available. Opinions expressed in this magazine are not
necessarily those of the publishing parent company, 2b
Graphic Design. The publishing of an advertisement in SUP
Mag UK does not necessarily mean that the parent company,
2b Graphic Design, endorse the company, item or service
advertised. All material in SUP Mag UK is strictly copyright and
all rights are reserved. Reproduction without prior permission
from the editor is forbidden.

SUP Mag UK’s test station.
If you want your product
reviewed and think it will be
of interest to SUPers
Email:reviews@
standuppaddlemag.co.uk

Gear shed

Gear Shed reviews kindly supported by Fatstick SJ400 action cams,
Flymount action cam mounts and KE Nalu UK.

Point and shoot

But what does flat
water actually mean
in stand up paddling?

While swells are certainly hitting beaches around the UK,
summer months are notoriously fickle for proper wave
action. And it’s a similar story if you’re hunting optimum
conditions for downwind running.
Most therefore turn to their
trusty flat water sled for
warm weather SUP fixes.
It’s these boards which
are our staple paddling
vehicles and allow us to
enjoy a wide breadth
of SUP shenanigans.

This area of SUP is extremely broad.
Encompassing touring boards, race SUPs,
race/touring crossover sticks, all rounders and
more – it’s a category that covers a wide
spectrum. All good stuff for anyone in the market
for new gear.
Over the next pages you’ll find the crème de la crème of
stand up paddle boards for this issue’s Gear Shed. And
while we’ve included a few ‘other’ write ups in the usual
Gear Shed in the mag, our microscope is mainly aimed
at pointy nose boards. Some you can surf, some you
can race and some you can simply cruise on – all,
however, will get you stoked off your noggin’. You just
have to decide what flavour you prefer and where your
SUP heart lies. Then choose your weapon…

Don’t forget we also publish
exclusive reviews on our
website (supmaguk.co.uk).
Here you’ll find more flat
water options from:

Neptune SUPs:
standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/03/30/durabilitystability-and-affordability-neptune-12ft-racetourerreview/

Loco:
standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/05/18/all-round-supmadness-loco-12-6ft-tourer/

Red Paddle Co:
standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/05/12/enjoyableexploration-red-paddle-co-12-6ft-explorer/

O’Shea:
standuppaddlemag.co.uk/2015/07/06/built-to-touroshea-gran-tourer-isup/
…to name a few. Head to the site and check them out.

Happy paddling!
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F L AT WAT E R B OA R D S P E C I A L
kg ie t a r

Groovy glide machine –
Blu Wave 14ft Race
w w w. b l u wav e s u p . c o . u k

The Blu Wave 14ft is an extremely groovy
machine. By groovy we mean that it
literally cuts a groove through any sea
state, eating up flotsam and chop –
the board’s sharp nose piercing with
ease. Akin to a slender super yacht,
it's hull tracks beautifully with dartlike accuracy focused on the target
ahead and little deviation experience.
Great for when podium sights are
firmly set.

Further info :
www.bluwavesup.co.uk/ourboards/the-carbon-series/
Price: £1695.00

CONCLUSION
A supremely stable and
confidence inspiring ride
considering the narrow 26”
width, Blu Wave's 14ft Race is a
sled built for even the most
nervous SUP racer – especially
those who love to chew up the
miles. Arrow-like procession and
effortless glide across increased
distances will see this stick
become a favourite of any
endurance paddler. Buoy turning
is admirable and aft stability
helps to tutor the lesser skilled,
however sprints and turns aren’t
the Blu Wave’s forte. Wind it up,
set it free and glide like a pro!
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We'll not lie; the 14ft Blu Wave isn't
the lightest race sled, but this isn't a
bad thing. Being manufactured in
bombproof construction ensures that
momentum builds from the off with
only the bare minimum of paddle
strokes needed to get from zero to
redline. Combine this with the Blu Wave’s
tracking and you have a superior distance
machine.

More of a flat water, or moderately choppy,
water state racer, the Blu Wave could be a
devastating weapon for those with skills.
We'd recommend it especially for
anyone considering endurance - the
board's monumental glide helps to
fight the pain of distance paddling.

s h e d : h a r d

Blu Wave's Race 14ft is surprising to set foot on initially.
With a quoted 26" width, you'd expect a board like that to
be as wobbly as a wobbly thing at a wobbly party - yet,
not so. Cool, calm and composed is more the case - a
point that should instil confidence in even the most
tentative of paddler.

F L AT WAT E R B OA R D S P E C I A L
Starry eyed –
Starboard AllStar 12.6ft x 28”

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

b o a r d s

w w w. t u s h i n g h a m . c o m / s u p /

Jump aboard Starboard’s AllStar 12.6ft x 28” and
everything feels just right. Even though the quoted
width doesn’t suggest a super stable ride what you
actually get is an extremely composed platform –
even when sea states get rough.

Further info :
www.star-boardsup.com/2015/products/all
-star-12-6x28/
Prices:
£1,199 for the
Glass Carbon model

Those looking for a racing sled will
appreciate the grace the AllStar
displays, with buoy turns made all
the more fluid by the board’s
stability, while ‘do it all’ paddlers will
love the ease at which the AllStar
eats up distance and covers ground.
The 28” brushed blue carbon version
would also make a decent
fishing/diving platform, although there
isn’t a lot of room for stowing gear on
deck and the high sided gunnels towards
the front could make getting on off a
trickier things than with a flat deck.

With a chop piercing nose, that
cuts efficiently, water simply
deflects from the bow and ensures
tracking is straight and true – very
few corrective strokes are actually
needed to drive this baby forwards. If
any excess water does find itself in
the progressively scooped out cockpit
area then nifty internal drainage holes
ensure H20 is exhausted and no added
weight is carried.

We also managed to get out in a few small
waves and while not the AllStar’s forte (the
Sprint series actually surfs better), it picks up
swells with ease and can certainly glide like a
pro.

Feeling super light, in brushed blue carbon
sandwich technology, the 12.6ft is a speedy
machine when the hammer’s down, while
displaying a composure fit for more nervous
paddlers at lower speeds and rest. Falling
somewhere between a race and touring SUP
the 12.6ft is almost a niche unto itself. Both
equal parts speed machine and recreational
vehicle it fits into multiple areas of stand up
and therefore has mass appeal.

The fin supplied is also worth a mention.
Starboard put a lot of effort into optimising
their skegs and having tried a few different
setups we’re happy to report that the provided
foil does a superb job meaning there’s little
need to swap one out.

CONCLUSION
Starboard have created an
almost entirely new style of
SUP with the AllStar 12.6ft x
28”. Displaying traits from both
race and touring boardss the
12.6ft fits comfortably into
both areas of the sport. This is
great for punters looking for
maximum bang for buck and
offers incredible versatility.
Being both at home on flat
water and inland stretches of
brine it glides effortlessly, is
super stable and easy to turn
while remaining lightweight
and a pleasure to paddle.
For those wanting more
speed/race performance look
towards the brand’s Sprint
series (we reviewed the Sprint
Unlimted 17.5ft for our website
which you can find here
www.standuppaddlemag.co.uk/
2015/06/10/sprint-finishstarboard-sprint-unlimited-175ft-review/)
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F L AT WAT E R B OA R D S P E C I A L
Endless possibilities –
JP Hybrid 11ft

b o a r d s

http://jp-australia.com/2015/

Looking similar to other touring SUPs, you'd be forgiven for
thinking JP's Hybrid 11ft was just another run of the mill board
in the touring category. For sure the Hybrid's chop piercing
nose ensures flat water enthusiasts are delivered that allimportant efficiency and early intermediates will no
doubt benefit from the JP's stability. The magic of this
board, however, is located in the rear quadrant.

Price:

£1249.00
(Also 10.6ft x 31”
available for £1199.00)

One of the most versatile open ocean
SUPs we've tried, the Hybrid covers the
majority of coastal paddlers’ wants
and needs while remaining
applicable to those who sweep
inland waterways. Downwind
aficionados will also appreciate
the JP’s wave riding
characteristics – especially
during moderate blows.

Tracking well in a straight line,
as long as the bow is engaged,
JP's Hybrid will get you from A to
B with ease. Sling a small wave in
its way and things switch gears.
Riding small to moderate swells with
adept ability, the Hybrid really is of

CONCLUSION
At first glance we thought the JP
Hybrid was a standard touring
SUP but, while it's certainly no
slouch on the flat, it had other
tricks up its sleeve. Drop into
some mellow juice and riders
will be delivered a rewarding and
fun experience. With easy going
carving attributes, the JP Hybrid
really is a ‘one board does all’
SUP solution for most coastal
paddlers.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

Further info:
http://jpaustralia.com/2015

its namesake and offers a wide range
of performance across multi-SUP
areas.

Peel your eyes away from the nose
and imagine the bow isn't there.
Suddenly you find yourself
gazing at a classic longboard
style surf shape. Soft rails run
towards a rounded pin tail and
if you didn’t know any better
you'd believe the Hybrid was
an old school nose rider –
which it is, of sorts.
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Photos: Indra, Butrakovic

JP INFLATABLES :
LIGHTER, STIFFER
AND MORE DURABLE!

Contact - Info@agenteight.co.uk
g
g
– Tel +44 (0)7976
( )
526825

F L AT WAT E R B OA R D S P E C I A L
Trace a line –
BIC Tracer 12.6ft x 27”

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

b o a r d s

w w w. b i c s u p . c o m

Review by Anne Egan
The BIC Tracer certainly lives up to its appearance. A sleek
looking and beautiful race/touring board that screams
efficiency and speed; we couldn’t wait to jump aboard.

Further info :
www.bicsup.com
Prices:
£1,599

really have to try kit these days to get
an accurate view of what products can
do. Finally there is the 14ft Grand
Master which is 28” wide and suitable
for riders up to 127kg.

From the get-go our intermediate paddler
felt like an elite rider. Using the Tracer
makes you believe anything is possible
and confidence boosting is no bad
thing. At 27’’ wide it take a little time
to get used to; most will quickly
adjust and find their stride. Other
intermediates would be fine after a
short spell of familiarization.

Other useful features include the
recessed reinforced standing area
giving a lower centre of gravity to
bring riders closer to the water. Built
in side handles and three fixing
points are also great when grabbing
for Le Mans starts and sprint finishes.

Tracking is good, as was turning,
although accurate foot placement
will be needed during pivot turns.
Another tester who was taller and
heavier, and a little less experienced,
found the 27” Tracer just a little too
lively for his level but still appreciated
the design aspects. If you err towards
the bigger boned end of the spectrum
then one of the bigger Tracers would be
a better choice in this instance.

The Tracer fires on all cylinders, in
terms of its racing prowess. If you’re
looking to step up your competitive
SUPing then it’ll certainly do the job you
ask. While not the most technical of
boards, it certainly holds its own in terms
of speed and an experienced rider would
smash it round the course easily.

The Tracer is available in three sizes. The
Master: 12.6ft by 27” wide for riders up to
78kg. The Kahauna: 12.6ft by 29” wide for
riders up to 95kg, and although only a fraction
different in width, the two models feel
inherently different when paddling, proving you

Paddlers looking for a more engaging ride during
all round SUP sessions would also do well with
Tracer. Rather than offering a benign experience
it’ll keep experienced sweepers interested and will
go some way to help develop better technique.

CONCLUSION
BIC’s Tracer 12.6ft is an
optimized race machine
designed as a step up board
for those moving into the
realms of more technical
boards. BIC’s super high
end finish makes for a
quality product that all
paddlers would be happy to
own. While not the easiest
of boards for early
intermediates, time and
perseverance will pay
dividends. If racing isn’t
your bag then the Tracer
would work as a lively
tourer and even roll onto a
few mellow waves – if the
pilot is skilled enough.
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F L AT WAT E R B OA R D S P E C I A L
GT by name GT by nature –
RRD Granturismo 12.6ft

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

b o a r d s

h t t p : / / w w w. ro b e r t o r i c c i d e s i g n s . c o m
RRD's GT is no different. Displaying top
drawer glide characteristics, it'll get you to
your destination with ease and you won’t
even realise how you got there – such is
the easy going nature of the RRD. While
certainly being able to glide on a few
rollers, there are other stand up paddle
boards that have better agility. That
said, the RRD is effortless and
rewarding; especially if the wind picks
up. Having built up speed, the GT's
momentum carries it forwards to its
final stopping point. You just have to
decide where that is…

It goes without saying that stability is key within SUP. Even
those choosing to ride paddle boards that many find
unfathomable (think small surf SUPs or technical race
machines) need to be able to balance on the thing. We
tested RRD's Tourer last year and the brand's Granturismo
carries forward the trend. Still available with super sexy
wooden looks, although we’re reviewing the Classic, the
GT is stability encompassed and a composed ride is a
given – even in the roughest of sea states.

Further info :
www.robertoriccidesigns.com/equ
ipment/shop/granturismo-classic
Prices:
£1049

Having said it before, we'll
say it again: touring SUPs
(for want of a better phrase)
offer efficiency and
performance to ALL paddlers
– beginner to improver. The
difference with touring
boards, when compared to
all rounders (round nose
boards), is that they do the
one thing we all paddle most
the best – flat water. As much
as waves or downwind
conditions are desired, we are at
the mercy of weather systems and
if we want to maximise brine time
then paddling the flat will have to be
sufficient during some days.

Worth noting is how good the GT is
when riding lacklustre breaking
waves. While not particularly
carvey the degree of rocker up
front means you can accurately
set a rail and glide along slow
moving walls. In summer surf this
might be the most fun you have in
waves!
If you're a racer in the making then
we'd also suggest jumping on a board
like the Granturismo, as its stability will
help when perfecting those essential
buoy turns. Great practice for when you
step down onto your race sled.

CONCLUSION
A super composed and
effortless touring board to
paddle RRD's Granturismo is
extremely easy to simply jump
aboard and go. Even with its
stated 28" width chop and
waves never have a chance of
knocking you off. The slightly
scooped out deck drops rider
centre of gravity down while
progressive glide cuts through
the water like a knife. If you
need to get out on small junky
surf days, but can’t be bothered
with your tippy surf SUP, then
RRD’s GT would also be a good
weapon for the day. Just make
sure you’re well clear of other
riders as a marauding touring
board isn’t ideal in the impact
zone. Would make a great
fishing SUP as well.
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F L AT WAT E R B OA R D S P E C I A L

h t t p : / / w w w. s u p d i re c t . c o . u k

Upon arrival the Fatstick has
some impressively good looks.
Uber sexy bamboo livery shines
through the top glass coat on
deck while the hull paint
job switches to black pretty
fast. The mid-section deck pad
is high quality and grippy
although surprising was the
raised spine, where the carry
handle is located, in the
standing area. The whole
package is one of quality and
certainly not budget, which some
may presume with the brand’s low
pricing structure.

Further info :
www.supdirect.co.uk/fatstickshop/4584165157/12'6-racetouring-sup/7372430
Prices:
£799

On the water the Fatstick is stable and
slices a clean line through chop. It
doesn't feel lightning fast upwind but
isn't any slouch either. It certainly holds its

If you're planning on racing in
breezy conditions or looking for a
more recreationally led downwind
stick (in the 12ft class) then look no
further. Fatstick have produced a
super high quality roller machine
that could unlock your desire for
hunting down chevrons (bumps).
While not a specific DW sled it'll go
some way to tutoring in this area of
SUP and during the right race
conditions may even help you to a
podium.
There’s also the option of upgrading
to carbon/honeycomb fins with all
Fatstick models – something we’d
definitely recommend!
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Having spun downwind the real
character of the Fatstick shines
through. We've spotted a trend across a
number of 12.6ft touring/race boards
of late. Usually proper downwind
performance is reserved for specific
sleds. There seems to be a crop of
SUPs, however, which have been
optimised to work in light to moderate
conditions. True downwind enthusiasts
may guffaw at the Fatstick's pure
'runner' pedigree but there's no denying
it picks up bumps easily and rides them
until every last drop of ocean energy is
spent - with minimal effort we might add.
Switch to total flat water and the Fatstick's
ride returns to one of composure. It's certainly
up there holding its own in this environment
but open water swells is where it really wants
to be.

b o a r d s

CONCLUSION
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Reaching our destination it was time to
whack in a buoy turn - at which point we
realised there was zero traction at the
rear of the board. Waxing, therefore is a
must. You could of course add a tail pad
but this would spoil the board's sexy looks
and add unnecessary weight.

s h e d : h a r d

Having had the experience of testing Fatstick boards in
the past we weren't sure what to expect with the brand's
12.6ft racer. Team rider Will Littleboy certainly puts the
14ft version to good use but as an affordable SUP brand,
by their own admission, we were somewhat sceptical of
a company more associated with all round
recreational sticks.

own against other similar SUPs and the
board’s primary stability ensures
trimming is easy for the less
experienced.

kg ie t a r

Running wild –
Fatstick Race 12.6ft
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F L AT WAT E R B OA R D S P E C I A L
The sharp nose pierces chop and swell fairly
efficiently but it’s noticeable from the rider’s
paddling position there’s a degree of nose kick
which gives an indication of this board’s forte –
more on this in a sec. Accurate edging gives a
faster and much smoother ride than simply
trying to trim the LXR flat – especially as
chop/swell increases. This will take some
getting used to for intermediates but
experienced paddlers won’t find it too
much trouble.

Laird’s ride –
Laird LXR 12.6ft

b o a r d s

w w w. l a i rd s t a n d u p . c o m

We’ve been desperate to get our hands on a Laird board
for ages. With the brand named after one half the
inventor of modern SUP as we know it who wouldn’t. Now
being imported into the UK the chance arose to test the
Laird LXR 12.6ft, shaped by the legendary Bob Pearson –
excited was an understatement.

Further info :
www.lairdstandup.com

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

Prices:
TBC

Pivot turns are a tad tricky as once off
the minimal deck pad the tail of the LXR
is akin to an ice skating rink. If you’re
likely to be sprinting and spinning
regularly then we’d recommend waxing
the board’s aft section.

With extremely refined looks the LXR
is a lightweight sled built for
smashing the opposition. What
you can’t immediately tell from
simply admiring the LXR’s svelte
shape is the on water personality.
At 28” wide it errs slightly towards
the technical side of the spectrum
but shouldn’t concern those with
prior paddling experience.

So upwind good and across the flat the
LXR is an efficient stick. Turn it
downwind, however, and the LXR
transforms into an altogether different
beast. Catching runners is a doddle and
the speed with which the Laird races
downwind is impressive. Although we
didn’t test the actual speed we’ll stick
our necks out and suggest this is one
of the fastest 12.6ft sleds going
downwind. As this isn’t a downwind
specific SUP a deft technique will still
be needed to maintain control in swell,
but under the guidance of an
experienced pilot the Laird LXR could be a
devastating open ocean racer in its class.

Jumping aboard it’s immediately
obvious from the wobbly nature
that something is going on with
the Laird’s hull contours. For its
width there’s a lot of rail to rail roll,
however, the LXR does have a good
deal of secondary stability built in and
this should be trusted. Whack in a few
paddle strokes and stability is a given.

CONCLUSION
Offering good secondary
stability, the Laird LXR 12.6ft is
a nippy stand up paddle board
when used in average UK race
conditions. If paddlers find
themselves facing technical
downwind conditions then
you’ll have at your disposal an
awesome weapon for this type
of race. Picking up rollers with
ease the nose rocker of the LXR
keeps the board from burying
and with deft foot/paddle
technique the LXR is nearly as
good as a specific downwind
tool. We had immense fun
testing this in open sea swells
and even found a few small
breaking waves to surf – which
the LXR achieved easily.
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=sIRJUlj
vzwU&feature=youtu.be

kg ie t a r

Don diddity don –
Snell Brothers The Don 12.6ft
w w w. s b s b o a rd s . c o m

with ease and tracks well. A few
corrective strokes are needed here and
there to keep the 12.6ft on point, but by
and large it glides with ease and will get
SUPers to their destination efficiently.

The Don comes with typical
Snell Bros livery – bamboo
finishing with black rails
make the board look super
sexy. With individual
Mafioso styling, it sets
itself apart from the get go.
At 29” wide it’s not the
widest of sticks on paper
yet even our beginner
paddler found it to be
incredibly stable – despite
a bit of breeze blowing and
chop running. The hull
contours, wide tail and
stable nose play a big part in
this and our newbie was up
and riding in no time.

Further info :
www.sbsboards.com/produc
t/the-don
Price: £799 for board only
or £899 with Snell Bros
paddle

Check out the vid to see how The Don stacked up
during the ed’s #TigerChallenge – how many
pivot/tail sink turns can you do in a set time.

Where The Don really excelled – in fact
much more so than anticipated – was when
heading downwind. Of course, there isn’t
enough rocker in touring boards for full on
roller running, but in small swells and breeze
The Don glides efficiently and it’s a great
intro board for this type of SUPing. Paddlers
will need to be proactive around the deck to
stop the nose pearling but it’s a fun and
rewarding board that’s great for those looking
at getting into open ocean sweeping.

s h e d : h a r d

Touring boards these days give such a wide range of user
appeal that it’s possible to take out beginner paddlers, who’ve
no prior experience, surf moderate waves and cruise your
local flat water spot. Having tested the Snell Brothers
Widow Maker 8.3ft last issue, we wanted to check out
their non-bump offering – The Don 12.6ft.

For paddlers with experience,
The Don cuts through flotsam

b o a r d s

CONCLUSION
The Snell Brothers Don 12.6ft
is a good all terrain SUP
vehicle that delivers on
many fronts. It’s not the
quickest, so perhaps entry
level racers should look
elsewhere. For the majority
of paddlers, and the
conditions they find
themselves in, however, The
Don is a worthy
consideration. And beginners
shouldn’t be put off by the
pointy nose. The Don is a
perfectly applicable learning
platform with oodles of
performance to grow into.
Looking great in a bamboo
finish, the supplied FCS fin is
pretty good as well – it’s nice
to see a higher tech skeg
being supplied as standard.
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Free your ride –
JOBE 12.6ft Bamboo Tourer

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

b o a r d s

w w w. j o b e wa t e rs p o r t s . c o m

Review by Anne Egan
The 12.6ft is a touring free ride (read: all comers) board with
an attractive and classy look. It doesn't have that locked in
race feel of some but does steer well and delivers a lively
experience without losing any straight line speed and glide.
As a light rider, without much experience, I found that my
position on the board needed to be adjusted to improve the
tracking – trimming correctly is key. Having moved to a
more forwards paddling position you can relax into a
rhythm that requires less effort. Heavier paddles will
need to find their own sweet spot.

Further info :
www.jobewatersports.com
Price:
£1149

lashing for storage fore and aft and
even a fixing point for a GoPro or
similar action camera. I particularly
liked the elongated decking for those
moments when you just sit and relax
and soak up the atmosphere.

Our wider SUPM test team found the
board loves chop and swell (bumps)
which makes it a great moderate
breeze downwinder and coastal
cruising board. My experience was on
the calm River Ouse where I enjoyed
the stability and relaxing nature of
the board. I appreciated the light
weight in particular – at 11.2kg it’s
manageable to carry and lift on and
off my vehicle.

Rounded rails, flat deck and volume of
207 L means it sits lower in the water
than many and therefore has low wind
resistance (windage). This makes it
easy to use for la variety of paddlers
(especially in typical UK condiions)
including lighter riders and ladies, as well
as bigger men.

The square tail and flat bottom allows
the board to surf and glide easily
without tail steering while the cut out
deck drains water quickly and lowers your
centre of gravity making it comfortable
and stable. The Jobe comes with bungee

CONCLUSION
Offering decent
performance on the flat
really finding its niche
in open water Jobe’s
12.6ft Bamboo Tourer is
a lively vehicle for those
stepping up from an all
round SUP and looking
for something more
attention grabbing. At
£1149 it’s not the
cheapest but the
Bamboo Tourer will give
you back buckets in
performance and
pleasure and is
therefore worth every
penny.
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Bamboo

SERIES

BAMBOO SUP 8.0
DYNAMIC

BAMBOO WAVE SUP 9.0
SURF

BAMBOO SUP YOGA 10.6
YOGA

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08

BAMBOO SUP 10.6
ALLROUND

BAMBOO SUP 11.6
FAMILY

BAMBOO SUP 12.6
TOURING

EVA DIAMOND CUT GRIP
SANDED FINISH
TIMELESS DESIGN
0,5 MM BAMBOO VENEER
9 OZ. FIBERGLASS (DOUBLE WRAP)
6 OZ. FIBERGLASS (DOUBLE WRAP)
FOAM EPS 18KG/M3 CORE
WOOD STRINGER

FOAM EPS 18 KG/M3

JOBE SUP BOARD
rrange
g
AVAILABLE WORLDWIDE AT JOBESUP.COM

Aero

SERIES

AERO SUP 8.6
DYNAMIC

AERO YOGA SUP 10.6
YOGA

AERO SUP 10.6
ALLROUND

01
02
03
04
04
05

AERO SUP 11.6
FAMILY

AERO SUP 12.6
TOURING

EVA FOAM GRIP PAD
TIMELESS DESIGN
PVC COATED NYLON BASE
1ST & 2ND LAYER DROPSTITCH REINFORCEMENT
BASE CLOTH
SPACE YARN (2600G/M2 660D)

SPACE YARN

Package contains:

BAG | PUMP | PADDLE
LEASH | REPAIR KIT

F L AT WAT E R B OA R D S P E C I A L
Cruise Control offers a unique feeling and
as such the board’s stability is good. With
such a flat standing area it’s actually ‘blink
and you’ll miss it’ with how composed the
ride is. You forget about staying upright
even though when you stop and think
about it, it’s not the Cruise Control’s
primary stability doing the work. The
Cruise Control is actually more about
secondary stability.

Ocean vehicle inc. –
Jimmy Lewis Cruise Control 10.6ft

b o a r d s

w w w. s u r f s - s u p . c o . u k

Jimmy Lewis has been a name synonymous with ocean
vehicle shaping (surf, windsurf, kitesurf and more recently
SUP) for many a decade. Having created sleds for some of
the world’s elite, you can now lay hands on your very own
JL kit in the UK.

Further info:
www.surfs-sup.co.uk/shop/stand-uppaddleboards/jimmy-lewis-cruise-control/
Tel: 0781 805 5691

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

Prices:
£1195
(Orders placed for Cruise Control boards
during Aug and Sept are entitled to a £100
discount. Let the guys know you saw the
offer in SUP Mag UK).

Another noted trait is how well the
Cruise Control tracks and glides for a
round nosed SUP. It’s actually right
up there with many touring boards
and while not quite as rapid it does
hold its own, proving that sometimes
this style of board is worth
considering.

Staying in theme for this
issue, we grabbed
Jimmy Lewis’s Cruise
Control 10.6ft. Billed as
a ‘go anywhere, do
anything allrounder’,
we were intrigued to
see how it stacked up
– especially as we’ve
been mainly
paddling pointy nose
sticks over the last
few months.

Unfortunately during the testing
period we didn’t get the chance to
try the Jimmy Lewis in any kind of
swell – which is a shame as you
can tell from inspecting the tail
section that it’d be a good
performer. Looking more like a
longboard, we’ve no doubt you’d
be all smiles after a wave session
or three.

It’s nice to see a
freshening up of
graphics with JL
boards. In this
instance Maori tattoo
artist, Masao, has
spruced things up nicely
across the Stun Gin and
Cruise Control ranges.

With emphasis on the surf SUP
side of things still firmly in the
shortboard camp, it’s a welcome
change to come across a board that
is both agile on flat water but
offering effortless performance in
longboard/noserider mode. There’s still a
gap in the market when it comes to
longboard SUP surfing style so it’s good to
discover another choice in this area that
will also double as a flat water cruiser.

Feeling super light during carrying, the
first few strokes from the beach were
surprising. The extremely flat deck of the

CONCLUSION
Jimmy Lewis’ Cruise Control 10.6ft was
quite revelatory in terms of its flat water
performance. Gliding extremely well for a
blunt nose, it actually keeps up with a
good number of touring pointy nose
boards. Whilst not cutting through chop
and swell quite as easily (understandable
with its round nose), it will more than make
up for this when thrown at a few waves.
These days stand up paddle boards, as we
mention elsewhere, are incredibly versatile.
The Cruise Control is certainly that with
perhaps a degree more slant towards wave
riding prowess than a full on touring board.
If you paddle on flat/moderately bumpy
water sometimes, but yearn to slide mellow
liquid walls the majority, then this could be
the stick for you.
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F L AT WAT E R B OA R D S P E C I A L
finbox (between moulded thrusters) there is the
option to fit a bigger skeg for optimum straightline / cruising performance. There’s even cargo
netting for lashing down essentials, although we
suggest removing this for absolute beginners so
as to not clutter the deck.

Buzzing about –
Fanatic Fly Air 10.6ft

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

w w w. fa n a t i c . c o m

Turning really is what this style of board does
best – and the Fly proved particularly capable.
There’s a lot of width in that tail for stability,
but not so much volume that it’s hard to sink: a
simple step back and it pivots on a sixpence.
Reverse paddle turns were also a doddle thanks
to all of that stability, while 10.6ft is just short
enough to comfortably sweep the paddle round
the front. Generous nose volume is great for
helicopter turns and nose 360s, although
there’s not a whole lot of grip up
there!

Fanatic’s Fly 10.6ft has become the entry-level do-it-all
platform for many paddlers – at Wet’n’Dry SUP school we
teach on a fleet of similar pump-ups and often recommend
them as a first-time purchase. So on a recent trip to the
fantastic Club Vass we relished the chance to buzz about on
one we’d not tried before.
Review by Duncan Slater/Elisa Bergersen
from www.wetndrysup.com,
www.facebook.com/WetnDrySUP
Further info :
www.fanatic.com/product
/fly-air-allround/
Price:
£779 (Premium)
£689 (Stringer)

This was Greece in
summertime, so we’re not
claiming to have tested fullon wave performance, but
we did have a freak day of
knee-high swell breaking
on the inside sandbar –
and this was the board of
choice from the Club Vass
racks for catching a short
ride. It was surprisingly
capable, albeit with a lot
of effort needed to keep
that huge nose from
catching.

The Fly Air All Round range encompasses
four boards – of which this 10.6ft is the
second largest, below the 10.8ft but
above the 10ft and 9.0ft. This one’s quite
a wide boy at 34", but relatively thin top
to bottom at 5’5" deep. Boasting 210L
of volume, Fanatic pitch it at heavier
riders, which we’d agree with.
We rode the Fly in conditions ranging
from early morning glass to classic
coastal onshore breeze and chop – even
charging into some full on Force 5 wind
and catching a few ankle biter waves! As
you’d expect from a board such as this,
it proved extremely stable, comfortable
underfoot, and behaved well in the face
of everything we asked it to do. These
traits made it the perfect board for
‘Holiday’ Rob’s (Club Vass instructor)
legendary SUP fitness classes too.

True to their windsurfing
roots, Fanatic include a
deckplate insert on the Fly
range so you can attach a
sail for a spot of windSUPing.
A board this wide is an amazing
learning platform and light wind
freestyler – easy to pick up the basics on and
perfect your sail-spinning skills.

Cruising, it tracks in a fairly straight line
thanks to the tri-fins and decent waterline
length. With the centre fin mounted in a standard

CONCLUSION
All-up this board is a
comfortable and capable
example of the genre – it
has broad appeal, and we’d
happily recommend it to
any of our heavier or more
cautious students at
WetNDry SUP. Easy to
inflate and super versatile,
it’s a great toy for summer –
whatever type of stand up
you’re into. Also available
in stringer technology
construction for added
stiffness.
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FLY I N G O N A I R
R AY A I R P R E M I U M . R AY A I R
FA LC O N A I R . R I P P E R R AC E

Get ready to take
e the ultimate excursion
with our range of inflatable touring boards.
Explore and discover new waters with our
innovative designs, sure to inspire addictive
experiences for all, including the younger
generation. Our race models deliver great
top speeds and optimised flow. Easy to
transpor t and available with clever extras,
it‘s time to star t your adventure and glide
into great territories.

Ri de r s Pa u l i n a H er p el , K a i - n i c o l as S t ei mer
P h oto k l a as V o ge t
W W W.FFA N AT I C.
C C OM /S UP
K6 6 U K LT D , K i o s k 3 - B e a c h Pa r a d e , B N11 2 F G W o r t h i n g
T 019 0 3 3 6 8 2 5 3 , s a l e s@ k- 66 . c o m , w w w. k- 66 . c o m

R AY A IR PREMIUM
11’6” × 31”, 12’6” × 32”

R AY A IR
11’6” × 31”, 12’6” × 32”

FAL CON AIR
12’6” × 26.5”, 14’0” × 29”

RIPPER R ACE
10 ’ 0 ” × 2 6 ”

Race training
the smart way
Words:
Glen Phipps
Pics:
Dave White
http://davewhite.me

SUP race training can be done in one of two ways: efficient and
not very efficient at all. If you’re looking to step up your game
then have a nose at what Glenn Phipps from Movement Lab
(www.movementlab.com.au) has to say. Glenn has trained
some of the best SUP athletes in the world and therefore has
his finger firmly on the SUP training pulse.
In this case, the variables make progressive
changes every four weeks or so, as the
athlete passes through different phases in
training. This is different to what is known
as undulating training, where the athlete
mixes up these variables within a weekly
training session. Both have their pros and
cons. I like my athletes to have performed a
linear progression with me at least once
before I move into an undulating model.

So with some trepidation, you’ve picked
your race, and looking at the calendar,
realise it’s time to hit training hard. Real
hard. Right?
The answer is: it depends. Training hard is
part of race preparation, but it depends
how far away the race is. The smartest
type of training involves a progression of
strength and conditioning work that
allows you to peak for your race, whilst
doing so with minimal risk of injury
throughout the training and race.

In this case I would utilise the linear model
over the course of a few months to prep the
athlete to peak for an event, then shift to an
undulating model if the athlete was now
looking to compete in a number of events
close to one another. This method would
obviously be well applied to in-season and
off-season training in a team sport scenario.

This concept is known as periodisation.
Periodisation refers to a planned
manipulation of training variables, to both
maximise training adaptations, as well as
reduce the risk of overtraining related
injury and performance reduction.

Whilst most SUP athletes are aware of the
time needed on the water for reaching a
high level of performance, many shun
resistance work, that is, until they need to. I
see many SUP athletes come to me for
rehab and strength training after an injury.
Strength training is important, not just for
injury prevention, but to allow your body to
work as efficiently as possible.

If we start by looking at strength training,
the variables that are manipulated may
involve the level of resistance used, the
amount of repetitions performed, the
number of sets, rest periods and type of
exercises used. Without getting too heavy
into the theory, the most common
manipulation in this regard is known as a
linear progression.
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The body awareness that is
gained from strength
training alone is worth its
weight in gold, as you
become more aware of
technique and potential
muscle imbalance. Below is
how I like to vary strength
training for a new client:

Phase 1: preparation
Focus on muscle imbalance,
mobility and potential injury

Phase 2: endurance
Increase muscular endurance
whilst still addressing
imbalance and efficiency

Phase 3: Strength
Increase ability of muscle to
exert force, in order to move
into the next phase safely

Phase 4: Power
Enhance neuromuscular
system so that the athlete can
exert power most efficiently
into the blade, with lower
fatigue levels

Phase 1-aerobic base
(endurance)

Phase 2-anaerobic threshold
(stamina)

Phase 3-Economy

Phase 4-Speed and power

It’s important to realise that these
recommendations are very general. Both my
online and face to face clients go through a
variety of assessments to indicate strengths
and weaknesses that dictate training priorities.
It can be hard to subjectively measure your
intensity, and even a heart rate monitor, if you
haven’t run any tests to determine your heart
rate zones, is very general.

Whilst all SUP athletes are aware of the
importance of in the water training, I am amazed
at how inefficient the majority of people I meet
are doing this. Even the elite. Phasing your
endurance training is something that nearly
every other competitive endurance athlete is
aware of. I’m not sure why SUP athletes think
that it doesn’t apply to them. Individualisation is
important in this phase, but following the
recommendations here is a good start to giving
your paddling training some structure.

We assume around 15-20% error for pre-set
heart rate zones. Training plans will also vary
depending on the distance of the race that you
are looking to peak for. In the case above, this
would work well for a distance of 10km.
Logically, for a longer race, you would want to
increase the kilometres in the program, and for
a shorter race, the reverse.

I tend to follow less of a linear progression in this
case, however, the goal of each phase is the
important aspect to pay attention to. The science
behind each of the phases is complex, and I have
briefly alluded to some aspects of this in the
third column. For all of these phases a 10-minute
warm up should be performed. Across all phases
include at least one long easy paddle a week and
give yourself ample rest time.

One paddle per week that goes for 45-60
minutes with easy effort. Other paddles utilise a
fartlek approach for 20 minutes with heart rate,
or effort, not exceeding 75%

Heart capillary adaptations, increased
ventilation, enhance fat utilisation

Increase carbon dioxide removal, respiratory
After a warm up, 15-30 minute efforts at 80muscle work, increased ability to remove muscle 85% maximum heart rate. Any interval effort at
waste products
anaerobic threshold.
Muscle capillary increase, increase strength
(in line with strength training phase 3)

Shorter interval training up to 95% efforts.

Reduce overall volume of training. Short
Enhancement of both cardiovascular and
intervals, <30 seconds maximum efforts, <30
respiratory systems. Increased recovery.
Neuromuscular development. Mental toughness. second recovery time.

I hope I have given you some food for thought here, or at
least made you aware of the importance of strength training,
and the need to structure your training. If you would like to
discuss individual race planning, please contact me at
glenn@movementlab.com.au.
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SUP

www.bluwavesup.co.uk

THE WAVE SERIES - TAKING PADDLE SURFING T O A NEW LEVEL!

THE
WAVE
SERIES

THE
WOODY
SERIES

THE
TOURING
SERIES

THE
iSUP
SERIES

YOGA

For dealerr and distr ibution inquir ie s c all:
U K : 0 8 0 0 3 2 8 5 7 0 8 | E m ail: s ale s @ blu w ave sup . co . uk

Proud sponso
or of the 2015 UK SUP N
National Race Series
SUP

NORFOLK

BROADS CLASSIC

2015
UK SUP Race
Series No.5
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Thanks Paul Sergent for photos
www.photographs-r-us.co.uk

Thanks to Photographer
Lisa Smith
www.sup-shop-online.co.uk
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Thanks to Colin Eve for video
https://youtu.be/m9NwlyDo32k
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Thanks to Ian Curtis for
organising the event
www.marthamboats.com

Thanks to Jo Hamilton-Vale of
UK SUP Clubs race series
www.uksupclubs.co.uk

AIRSUP CONVERTIBLE+
It’s a new way to start windsurfing. With the new inflatable AIRSUP in your car you have already adventured for the first
time into the middle of the sea, on your own. You have discovered the sensation of freedom on the water and being able to
move on its surface in total control. Then, one day you suddenly find some wind and your paddle is no longer able to drive
you forward. You realize you could use a sail on your board.
How simple is this?
Let me try this sail, so light, so simple, everything included in the package. In one afternoon, you are already
hooked. Welcome to the world of wind driven watersports; The next step forward. Our SUP sails & rigs are designed to be
the first buy to introduce your whole family to wind driven watersports.
THE SAILS:
A simple, lightweight 2 batten full monofilm sail. Designed to be used in winds from 1 to 14 knots.
• 1,5 sqms for kids from 5 to 8 years old
• 2,5 sqms for kids from 8 to 11 years old
• 3,5 sqms for kids from 11 to 13 years old
• 4,5 sqms < 65 Kg
• 5,5 sqms > 65Kg

ROBERTORICCIDESIGNS.COM

SUP SAIL & RIG
SUP Sail 5’5” Mast 430 3Pcs

AIRKID CONV.+

AIRSUP CONV.+

AIRTOURER CONV.+

KID/WINDSURFING

ALLROUND/WINDSURFING

TOURING/WINDSURFING

8’0’’x30’’x4’’

10’4”x34”x6”
10’4”x34”x4 1/4”
10’2”x32”x4 1/4”
9’8”x32”x4 1/4”

12’0”x34”x6’’
12’0”x32”x6’’

SUP Sail 4’5” Mast 400 3Pcs
SUP Sail 3’5” Mast 370 2Pcs
SUP Sail 2’5” Mast 250 2Pcs
SUP Sail 1’5” Mast 200 2Pcs

Phil May is one of Loco SUP’s
team riders and represents the
brand at various race events
t h ro u g h t h e y e a r. A s m a n y w i l l
k n o w, j u g g l i n g w o rk / l i fe
responsibilities with playtime
isn’t easy. It’s still possible,
h o w e v e r, w i t h a b i t o f p r i o r
planning and Phil manages to
score a decent amount of brine
time. And if you’re concerned
about not being up there with
the UK’s elite here’s some
inspiration that may nudge you
towards your first race event.
Over to Phil for the goss.

MAY THE FORCE BE W
As a family man holding down a
regular job, how much time do you
usually manage to snag for
training?

Where do you normally train for
events and who with (if anyone)?
What areas do you normally focus
on improving?

Not as much as I would like! In a good week probably do 3-4
hrs of training a week. I work from 4am every day and although
this means I finish around 1pm it also means I spend my life
constantly tired. I usually get up at about 3:15am so by the
time I am finished with work and able to train I don’t feel much
like it. This may sound lame but it’s no good trying to burn
both ends of the candle. I also like to grab a gym session here
and there and usually manage at least one session a week.

I usually train on the Chichester Ship Canal (if I’m looking for
mirror flat water) and on the sea around the Witterings. I train
a lot on my own because most of the time people with normal
jobs are still at work. I work on building fitness, endurance and
stamina. Intervals, in and out practise through waves, buoy
turns and distance paddling are other areas of focus.
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WITH
W YOU
You’re a dad and hubby which
makes trekking across the UK a
t r i c k y p ro s p e c t . I n 2 0 1 4 , h o w e v e r,
you managed to get to a decent
number of SUP races? How easy is
this? Do you have to pick and
choose in advance or is it more of
a case of deciding nearer the time?
In 2014 I managed six of the UK SUP Clubs series races plus a
couple of others. I did OK I think. Getting the dates in the diary
is the easiest bit! As soon as the series is announced my wife
Katie and I put them all in the calendar and then we discuss if
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any clash with other stuff. Some fall by the wayside as
logistically they are impossible but I will make as many as I
can. My wife sometimes has to work weekends and this means
juggling child care, but I’m lucky and she will try and swap
weekends if she can.

How many events do you
have planned for 2015?
Will you be taking the
family with
you or are they usually
solo missions?
I have already done two of the three races so
far. I will probably be doing another four
depending on how things pan out. Whether
the family come or not is usually based on
weather forecasts, race location and type of
event. I have a 5yr old son so there needs to be
plenty to occupy him while I am racing.

You currently race using a
Loco 14ft sled – how did
this come about? Was
paddling 14ft boards a
conscious decision? What
do you like about the 14ft
class?
I did my first ever race on an old 10.6ft surf
shape and got the bug. From there I picked up
a cheapish second hand race board which was
a 14ft. I loved the glide. I have since tried
numerous 12.6ft boards and I just don’t get
the same feeling as with longer SUPs. 14ft
boards accommodate my weight whereas
12.6ft’s seem too little.

Out of all the races
you’ve attended which has
been your favourite and
why?
From a fun point of view my favourite races are
at the National Watersports Festival (NWF).
The atmosphere is relaxed. The NWF format
that Allan Cross and his NWF team have come
up means everyone’s a winner – cheesy but
true. We can all get among the medals
In ‘proper’ races my favourite is probably the
National SUP Club Championships at Eton
Dorney. The champs are always well fought
(even among team mates ay Ken?!) and the
team element of competing for your club
makes it a shared experience which isn’t
necessarily true of individual events.

What do you do for race
preparation off the
water?
Make sure my timings are right. I hate being
rushed to the water when I arrive at a race. I
like to get ready slowly but methodically. I
preload with fluids before the race. Get
changed and warm up my muscles a little. I
make sure all my equipment is present and
correct. Nothing worse than finding a loose fin
or that you’ve forgotten a leash when you get
on the water. If I can get everything sorted
early I will.
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What’s been your best result to
date? Do you think being a family
man makes it harder to achieve
high level results? Is this/should
this even be a consideration for
other paddlers in similar
situations?

Ta l k t o u s a b o u t Lo c o ’ s s u p p o r t –
how did you become a team rider
for the brand and what’s expected
of you?

My best result was a couple of years ago now when I won the
four mile race at Suffolk SUP’s SUPtember event. Being a
family man does make it harder to achieve top results. You are
constantly worrying about bank balances, car repairs, the day
job, the school run and that can only ever detract from the
focus needed to train and be successful. This really shouldn’t
be a concern for other paddlers though. While a podium is nice
and a medal is great it’s mostly the personal battles that
motivate me the most. It’s finishing the race in a better time.
It’s finishing in front of the guy that beat you last race/season.
It’s losing places and then battling to get them back again.
Just because you aren’t leading from the front and beating
everyone to the chequered flag doesn’t mean the competition
is any less fierce! You’re competing on your own level, facing
your own demons and nine times out of ten competing with
your own head and willpower. As long as I go out every time
and finish my race and I know I have given it my all I am
happy. Some races will be better, some worse but I am always
proud when I know I have beaten that little voice in my head
that tells me I’m past it.
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Loco have been great. I met Joe (head honcho) at the NWF
event in 2013 and we got chatting and hit it off. I loved his
ideas and I felt Loco would be a perfect match for me! I scored
a podium in one of the races and I left the festival feeling like I
had given a good account of myself both in the bar and on the
water. Joe got in touch and suggested we worked together and
following a conversation with my wife I entered the Loco
asylum.
I am Loco’s resident racer (although we now have Hannah on
the team as well) and south coast rep for the brand. I have
demo kit available in the Witterings for people to try and I’m
always up for a paddle if I can squish it in around everything
else. I love to get pics and vids of my sessions and I’m
currently loving my Instagram account (@locophil). Things are
building pace with Loco and being part of the team has meant
sneak previews of new shapes and designs and the chance to
have my opinion heard about the new batch of race kit. This is
something that just wouldn’t happen with a larger brand and it
means that Loco develop their lines in parallel with feedback
directly from the water.

We know you like SUP surfing as much
as the flat water side of things.
Which locations do you normally hit
up for wave riding antics?
I tend to stay fairly local. Bracklesham is my favourite place to
surf. On its day it can be mind blowingly good but as with any
spot it can also be average. I make the trip to Hayling to rip up
the SUPer Bank but it’s a 30min trek there and back which soon
eats into any window I have. I recently had Cornwall good and
scored sessions at The Bluff and Gwenver. Both of which have
just got me super fired up about wave riding again.

Does mixing up your paddling
benefit other areas of your
SUPing? If so, how?
In general all forms of paddling work together to make you a
more rounded SUPer. Wave riding helps my racing and vice
versa. Being able to read the water is key and only by being out
there in all conditions will allow you to maximise your
effectiveness. Downwinders help you practise generating
speed from bumps – as does surfing. These can pay off in a
race where you have wind or swell on the course.

If there’s only one global event
you had to attend which would it
be and why?

How do you see the general level of
SUP racing in the UK?
The level of racing in the UK is good but as the Euro Tour has
shown we are some way off the rest of the world. Connor Baxter
has proved that training all year in warm water works. We are
always at a loss here in the UK as we have at least three
months where it is extremely tough to train outdoors.

Do you have any long term goals
for your stand up paddling – racing
or otherwise?
I want to keep racing as much as possible. I’d like to get myself
a little fitter and stay at that level. I would also like to enter a
SUP surf competition as already mentioned. It’s another
competitive form of SUP to try my hand at regardless of the
outcome. I would also like to do some more downwinders.

Final shout outs.
I want to say thanks to Katie my wife for being understanding
about my paddling, Loco SUP for the kit and support and RSPro
– Carles and the team have looked after my kit.
I also want to thank Georgia Wharton for being at events and
documenting races through her photography. The guys behind
UKSUP Clubs also deserve mention. They put in hours of work
to keep results up to date and events on track!

I would love to be good enough to enter Molokai, but I would
equally like to enter one of the SUP surf competitions.
Somewhere like Tahiti or Fiji would be amazing. Molokai is the
ultimate though.
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The SUP race scene has exploded in recent years, with a
world tour seeing top paddlers competing all over the
world in a wide variety of events. While events like
Lost Mills in Germany can cover several days,
most races still consist of a race on one day.
Most races, but not all – there is one race
that has grown quietly bigger year on
year since 2009 which has come to be
known unofficially as the Tour de
France of SUP. That race is the
11 Cities, held in the
province of Friesland in
the north of the
Netherlands.
By Paul Ellis
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CITIES
the ‘Tour de France’
of SUP
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The 11 Cities
1997. Anne Marie first ran a trial invitation
event to test the idea of doing the course by
SUP in 2009. Since then the race has
continued to grow.

is a race like no other in SUP, 220km
paddled in five days – roughly the
equivalent of paddling a marathon a day for
four days before the short final day of a
mere 31kms. Paddled entirely on inland
waters in Friesland, the race has become
legendary as a test of both physical and
mental endurance.

Inland waterways
The race follows the classic route, passing
through the 11 Cities of Friesland:
Leeuwarden, Sneek, IJIst, Sloten, Stavoren,
Hindeloopen, Workum, Bolsward, Harlingen,
Franeker and Dokkum. The SUP race starts
and finishes in Leeuwarden. While the racing
is on inland waterways, these vary quite
dramatically from narrow canals just a few
metres wide through to major lakes and
marine waterways, where coastal freighters

The race was originally conceived by Anne
Marie Reichman, a Team Starboard rider
and native of Friesland, who based the race
on the Dutch ice skating race called the
Elfstedentocht or 11 Cities that was first run
in 1909. Due to the requirements for ice
15cm thick over the entire course, the race
has only run fifteen times, the last one in

The race runs in September every year. In
2015 the dates are the 2-6th. The main race
itself is split into three main categories: race
participants (competitive solo paddlers doing
all five days), a team competition where a
group of riders change the designated paddler
for each day and the Tour for those who want
This variety of water and the changeable
to do the course but in a non-competitive way.
weather conditions combined with the
Since 2011 it has also been possible to just
sheer distance are what make the 11 Cities
paddle specific day stages. While the main
so challenging. Last year saw almost perfect
race takes five days, there is also a non-stop
conditions with warm weather and low wind,
event which in 2015 takes place from 31
while the 2011 race saw wind conditions so
August to 1 September. Run for the first time
bad (gusting 25 knot headwinds) that the
in 2014, the non-stop race saw a winning time
race was almost cancelled before it started.
of just over 26 hours and 20 minutes.
can be ploughing their way along. As a result,
while the waters are normally flat, some of
the lakes and waterways are large enough for
significant chop and you can even find
yourself almost downwinding in sections of
the course, so strong is the wind on occasion.

FACT
The SUP 11-City tour
began in 2009 as an
invitational event for
athletes with a
respectable and
professional background
in SUP, windsurf and
other endurance sports.
Connor Baxter, Zane
Schweitzer, Marc
Raaphorst, Donna
Raaphorst, Eric Terrien,
Bart de Zwart and Byron
Kurt were some of the
invited athletes.
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The ‘friendly race’

Significant wash

The Dutch organisers do an outstanding job
each year and those who return to do the
race more than once find themselves
greeted like long lost friends. If there was
another name for the 11 Cities, it would
have to be the ‘friendly race’. Battling over
those distances forges camaraderie
amongst all those involved.

Day One runs from Leeuwarden to Sloten
and is 43kms long. The race starts in the
middle of Leeuwarden, with riders jostling
for position in what is a crowded start line.
The different categories set off at intervals,
but the canal walls ensure that the first
kilometre sees significant wash as riders
seek to get the best start.
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FACT
in 2010 teams took part
to lower the ‘mental and
physical barrier’ of
participation and to
broaden the level of
participants. Teams of 2-5
paddlers could paddle the
event. One team member
paddles the entire day
stage (30-45 km). The
next team participant
paddles the following
day, etc.
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Almost immediately upon leaving central
Leeuwarden
Leeuwarden the
the difference
difference in
in Dutch
Dutch
waterways
waterways compared
compared to
to the
the UK
UK becomes
becomes
clear
clear as
as you
you find
find yourself
yourself paddling
paddling up
up aa long
long
straight
straight canal
canal wider
wider than
than the
the Thames
Thames often
often
is.
is. The
The race
race quickly
quickly enters
enters the
the countryside
countryside
and
and for
for the
the paddlers
paddlers little
little clusters
clusters of
of peers
peers
who
who paddle
paddle at
at the
the same
same pace
pace start
start to
to
emerge
emerge on
on the
the water.
water. At
At Sneek
Sneek you
you find
find the
the
first
first of
of the
the mandatory
mandatory daily
daily lunch
lunch stops
stops
where
where all
all paddlers
paddlers have
have to
to take
take aa minimum
minimum
15
15 minutes
minutes break
break off
off their
their board.
board.
Day
Day One
One ends
ends with
with the
the Slotermeer;
Slotermeer; 3km
3km of
of
open
open water
water to
to cross
cross on
on one
one of
of the
the largest
largest
lakes
lakes in
in the
the region.
region. On
On aa bad
bad day
day the
the wind
wind
can
can make
make the
the crossing
crossing aa battle
battle against
against the
the
elements,
elements, before
before you
you reach
reach the
the final
final short
short
run
run into
into Sloten.
Sloten. After
After paddling
paddling 43km,
43km, the
the
one
one thing
thing you
you need
need is
is aa massage
massage –– and
and
included
included in
in the
the entry
entry price
price is
is aa proper
proper sports
sports
massage
massage each
each night
night for
for every
every competitor.
competitor.
Waiting
Waiting your
your turn
turn gives
gives you
you an
an opportunity
opportunity
to
to swap
swap stories
stories and
and experiences,
experiences, before
before the
the
dinner
dinner that
that evening.
evening.
45
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For
For those
those who
who complete
complete the
the 11
11 Cities,
Cities,
everyone
everyone usually
usually has
has aa favourite
favourite and
and also
also
aa least
least favourite
favourite day.
day. I’ve
I’ve always
always struggled
struggled
with
with Day
Day 2,
2, covering
covering 45km
45km from
from Sloten
Sloten to
to
Workum.
Workum. Each
Each of
of the
the days
days tends
tends to
to have
have aa
feature
feature that
that the
the other
other days
days don’t
don’t and
and Day
Day
two
two has
has three
three lakes
lakes to
to cross
cross before
before the
the
long
long run
run up
up aa wide
wide channel
channel to
to the
the lunch
lunch
break
break at
at Stavoren.
Stavoren. The
The morning
morning can
can see
see
racers
racers exposed
exposed to
to headwinds,
headwinds, so
so much
much so
so
that
that Casper
Casper Steinfarth
Steinfarth in
in 2011
2011 estimated
estimated
he
he spent
spent 10
10 minutes
minutes paddling
paddling flat
flat out
out just
just
to
to stay
stay stationary
stationary such
such were
were the
the
headwinds
headwinds heading
heading up
up to
to Stavoren.
Stavoren.
Day
Day three,
three, 42km
42km from
from Workum
Workum to
to
Franeker,
Franeker, is
is arguably
arguably closest
closest in
in conditions
conditions
to
to the
the inland
inland waterways
waterways of
of the
the UK,
UK, with
with aa
little
little weed
weed in
in the
the water
water and
and at
at times
times
narrow
narrow waterways
waterways that
that twist
twist and
and turn
turn in
in
parts,
parts, before
before you
you pop
pop out
out onto
onto another
another
major
major estuary
estuary and
and hopefully
hopefully aa tailwind
tailwind to
to
push
push you
you towards
towards Franeker.
Franeker.
Day
Day 44 brings
brings 43km
43km from
from Franeker
Franeker to
to

Paul Ellis
completed the
11 Cities in
2011 and
2012, he hasn’t
completely
ruled out doing
it for a third
time!
Having done the race twice, for me the
physical challenge is not the hardest
element; rather it is the mental challenge,
especially after the first day, when you now
realise that you have four more long days
ahead of you. The sense of achievement at
the race end is incredible, whether it is your
first time or not. The 11 Cities is a unique
race, run by a superb team, with an
international field of paddlers that everyone
should do at least once.

Day 4 brings 43km from Franeker to
Dokkum, a long straight route that sees
quick times and is also the only day where
you have to get off your board and relaunch
due to a lock.
By Day 5 the only thought of most paddlers
is that the race is almost over. Yet Day 5 is
also the busiest day, as the race is swelled
by one-day entrants for the 27km final
section. The contrast between the fresh
faces wondering if they can manage the
distance and the paddle hardened race
competitors with nearly 200k already
completed is stark. The day’s lunch stop
takes place at the famous 11 Cities bridge,
covered in individual tiles showing ice
skaters who have done the route, and from
there it is a mere 10km to the finish and the
final massage.

In my first race in 2011, after I had just
spent nine hours paddling, Anne-Marie
Reichman’s mother told me that it didn’t
matter where you finished in the race,
everyone who finished the 11 Cities is a
winner. And she’s right.

For information
about the race
see
www.sup11city
tour.com
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THE BLUE CHIP
SUP SCHOOL
The First ASI accredited
SUP School in Europe for
Flat Water and Coastal
Open Water conditions.
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Principle and head
instructor:
Brian Johncey
There is no substitute for
Knowledge, Experience
and Passion

THE BLUE CHIP
BOARD STORE
Blue Chip has over 30
years of experience driven
knowledge, that's why
Blue Chip SUP Store is the
No1 SUP Supplier in the
UK.
Come and visit us at our
High Street Store, we open
at 07:30,
Blue Chip - more than just
an internet store
Blue Chip holds the
largest stocks of SUP
boards in the UK
We offer the best package
deals available.

www.BlueChipBoardStore.co.uk <<<<<<<<<

at San
Pietro
By Paul Hyman
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Diana and Mario from SUP Adventures came to see us in
October 2014 to see if we would like to collaborate on
some trips to San Pietro, their small island 7km off the SW
coast of Sardinia. They had established a successful
school there 6six months earlier and were ready to expand
beyond the busy summer season. A trip to check out the
island confirmed that working together made good sense.
San Pietro has 18km of coast and is just 51 square km in size.
The summer is hot and busy with mainly Italian and German
tourists, but that’s just July – September. From April to June
and from October to late November are the best months for
SUP with moderate temperatures (average around 14-20c).
The coastline has contrasting high cliffs, sea columns (stacks)
and sea caves in the north and west, with sheltered beaches in
the east and south. Because the island is small enough to drive
across in minutes, it’s easy enough to avoid wind and find
shelter from swell. Conditions are often perfect for 5km +
downwind paddles.
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The beaches can be
good for surf
There’s no big groundswell waves like north
Cornwall and Devon but you’ll often find
smaller, wind driven swell that can be ideal
for learning SUP surf.
My first paddle there was in early December
2014, when the north of the island was
sheltered from strong SW winds. Mario
showed me the many sea caves along the
volcanic rocks and high cliffs of the north
coast. We had almost flat calm for our 6km
trek along the north and then, as we turned
around the NW tip of the island and
gradually lost our shelter, the swell started.

https://goo.gl/maps/iGJL8

For over an hour we battled a strong
headwind with a swell of one metre,
gradually increasing to two metres. Mario
grew up on the island and knows the coast
very well so we had plenty of options to turn
back or turn into a sheltered cove. We
pressed on to keep to plan and after 4.5
hours of paddling we arrived a little later
than expected but with enough reserve
energy for a downwind paddle next day. The
sea was still warm enough to paddle in a
light thermal top and shorts without ever
feeling cold. Back home in December we
were starting to consider gloves, coats and
even wetsuits for much shorter trips.

Sea caves
The sea caves were really interesting to
explore. Some have huge cathedral-like
opening chambers with smaller passages
leading off. Without torches and helmets we
mostly stayed in the larger chambers but
taking basic equipment would be worthwhile.

For more information on SUP
trips from the UK to San
Pietro contact:
www.supadventures
www.active360.co.uk
www.pureyogazone.com
http://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/Attr
action_Review-g644261d7217181-ReviewsSup_AdventuresCarloforte_Province_of_Carboni
a_Iglesias_Sardinia.html

which meant we could also offer SUP Yoga.
Adam, our SUPBall http://www.supball.co.uk
expert, joined us to arrange the first ever
SUP Ball games in Sardinia.

Beginners to experienced
SUP paddlers

SUPs are actually better than sea kayaks for
exploring caves as they are shorter and
more manoeuvrable – also you have the
option of prone paddling to get through the
lowest passages. Shafts of light entered
some caves through the rocks above,
lighting up the aqua blue water. Very few of
the caves can be reached from land so they
are virtually unexplored.

We pulled together a group of 18 from the
UK, all keen to be part of the first large
British group to try SUP there. The
participants ranged from complete
beginners to experienced SUP paddlers, but
they were all intent on enjoying the island
for five days. As it was well outside the main
holiday season we had the pick of local
hotels and chose one called Paola, on a
hillside about 5km from Carloforte, because
of its panoramic sea views and reputation
for good food and friendly service. It made
for a perfect location and lived up to its
reputation and high Trip Advisor rating.

While the northern coast is characterised by
caves, the southern coast has wonderful
white sand beaches, with a changing
volcanic coast with red mud stones and
ochre. There’s also the symbol of San
Pietro’s Island, The Column, a sea stack
near the cliffs to which you can paddle close
when the swell allows.

Conditions on the second trip were a little
challenging with a strong, cold northerly
wind across Europe for most of the trip. This
tested the experience and local knowledge
of Mario and Diana to the full. They passed
this test with flying colours and knew

After experiencing the potential of the
island, I was keen to arrange a first trip
there the following Easter. This was a
collaboration with Jen from Pureyogazone,
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Adam, our SUPBall www.supball.co.uk expert, joined us to
arrange the first ever SUP Ball games in Sardinia
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made some anchor bags from tuna fishing
nets. These just needed filling with rocks
and worked really well.

exactly where the best conditions would be.
The only regret for them was that the north
of the island – the most exciting and
dramatic coastline – was out of bounds
throughout the trip with huge swells
crashing against the cliffs and caves.

A major purpose of the first trip was to see
how San Pietro worked for early and late
season trips (April-May and OctoberNovember) for beginner to intermediate SUP
paddlers. The island passed this test well
and we are already planning the next series
of trips there. The variety of paddling
available, beautiful coastline and great food
all worked for the first group.

Strong winds

Active360 are organising another SUP
visit to Sardinia in October. See
www.active360.co.uk for more details

At this time the whole of Europe was
affected by strong winds from Siberia, which
lowered air temperatures to well below the
average for Easter. Meanwhile the south and
most of the east and west coasts of San
Pietro were sheltered, with light winds
inshore. Most days were at least partially
sunny and temperatures were quite similar
to early summer at home. We were never
cold when paddling – although getting
changed was sometimes a bit chilly.

Carloforte
Off the water, the island is also very good for
walking and cycling (there are plenty of
steep hills but you can rent electric bikes).
It’s known for its large colony of Elonora’s
Falcons and also for flamingos. Carloforte is
a scenic and colourful town with steep,
narrow streets leading up to its 18th
century defensive walls.

Food is always good in Sardinia and in the
island’s only town, Carloforte, there are
plenty of excellent cafes and restaurants.
Good wine and coffee is available
everywhere and if you like seafood you will
be in heaven with so much on offer.
Everything from sea urchin pasta (made
from the eggs of female urchins) to lobster
is readily available and inexpensive.

After the trip I stayed on for a week travelling
around Sardinia – without SUPs. In April the
island is extraordinarily scenic with a nice
variety of terrain. High snow capped
mountains towards the east coast and a high
central plateau of rolling hills. On the coast
there are unspoiled beaches everywhere,
often with high mountain backdrops. I can’t
wait to get back out there with a board.

We tried a range of activities during the trip
to see how each worked on the island. This
included SUP Yoga on land and sea with Jen
from PureYogaZone. For this, Mario had
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Bali and back
It was a wet and miserable London day when Starboard called. They told me
about two new prototype SUP surfboards, one of which is a pretty radical
design named the 'Hyper Nut'. They wondered if I wanted to fly to Bali to
photograph their maiden test in the Indo surf. Not only that, did I want to
stay in Bangkok before and visit the HQ for a few days? 'Yes!' - of course yes,
who wouldn't say yes? Over the next ten days I rushed to pack seen him for six months, however, driving
through Bangkok's sprawling veiny roads
delayed any form of catch up. Lamborghinis
were overtaking tuk-tuks and school busses
filled to capacity were overtaking the
Lamborghinis.

my gear and get flights sorted, loaded
my iPad with True Detective and jetted
away from England's relentless rain to
the 42C heat of Bangkok.
Now I'm no stranger to travel, and no stranger
to heat, but Bangkok is just a beast. In every
sense of the word a beast. The smash of
money and poverty melting together has
created the most awesome city that – at
times – feels more like Blade Runner or
Megacity One from Judge Dredd's world.

Eventually we reached Starboard HQ. Tucked
away down a tiny hidden road standing on
the shores of Lake Taco. A tropical
scene of cable park and offices
that blended into
thick, bird filled
bush.

I was staying with my oldest friend Ollie
O'Reilly, the founder and owner of
Waterborn SUP, who had recently
moved his life to the Starboard
Mecca. I hadn't

Words and pics: Joe Bishop
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Down to business...
not the huge and busy factory expanse I
was expecting. Each product had its own
workshop area, all controlled and governed
by the master shapers and designers. This
was artisan craftsmanship right in front of
me. Obviously there is a lot of precision
electronic equipment utilised but the
overture of every product is crafted with
proper tools and total skill and honed by
eye and experience.

I'd met most of the Starboard team before, so
it was more, 'Hi, how you doing?' than nice to
meet you. Svein was as always very busy,
very welcoming and very keen to see how the
boards would perform in solid conditions.
The next few days were spent prepping for
Bali and taking a look around HQ and
Starboard's workshop.
Where the HQ offices were big, bright and
airy, the workshop felt totally raw and real -

I found myself stood in the middle of the
workshop, covered in dust, camera in hand
simply watching the skill – routine for them
but amazing for me.
I'm sure most people think a water sport
company would be a cool place to work, but
Starboard certainly accentuates that
thought. Hugely casual – t-shirts and shorts
– yet everyone massively professional and
hard at work on the next product.
I can't not mention the head of SUP
marketing, Caren Forbes. If there was ever
an amazing ambassador for Starboard, SUP
or all Americans it's her. I spent the majority
of my time in Bangkok with Caren and
Ollie – time that turned my trip from a work
visit into a vacation. Totally lovely and too
cool, she is pretty much the 'perfect boss'.
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“Every product is
crafted with proper
tools and total skill
and honed by eye
and experience”

“Caren Forbes. If
there was ever an
amazing
ambassador for
Starboard, SUP or all
Americans it's her”
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Off to Bali...
The whole south
of the island was
Lake Taco flat.
Nusa Dua,
Serangan,
Uluwatu, Kuta, all
balmy calm.

underneath the water. Turns out every fish in
Bali is camera shy except for Clown Fish, they
stop, turn and look square into the lens,
offering a disapproving pout – which was nice.

We had been out the night before and our
flight to Denpasar was early, more troubling
though was the absolutely terrible surf
forecast for Bali. We had gone from
expecting 15 to eight feet, but we were
optimistic and after all, off to Bali so
couldn't really complain.

The next couple of days were more of the
same, but the swell was building fast at Nusa
Dua. Finally, on the fifth day the seas started
to rise and the sets – though few and far
between – came in.

Bali was hot, very hot and less humid than
Thailand – this was tanning weather. Rip Curl
School of Surf had arranged a car service for
us, and within moments of landing we were
speeding along the tropical island roads
towards Sanur, all of us eager to get in the
water and see if forecasts were right.

As we made our way over the choppy waters
and around the bay I could see the waves
breaking on the reef. Most were around
eight feet, and then there were the freaks.
Random walls of water that grew from the
horizon and surged forward towards the
land. The biggest wave I had seen for a long
time wiped out the frenzy of Australian
surfers - a towering barrel of spray that
roared as it broke over the coral. This got us
excited and we were still on the boat.

Unfortunately, they were. The whole south
of the island was Lake Taco flat. Nusa Dua,
Serangan, Uluwatu, Kuta, all balmy calm.
We weren't disheartened though and
optimism remained.
Tomorrow came and we were up at 6am,
ready to rock. We had a boat waiting for us, so
we could chase the surf if necessary. There
was talk of a wave off of Serangan so that's
where we headed.

There was a lull in the sets, which gave me
time to swim into position; and then I
waited. The waves that followed weren't
giants but they were strong and well formed.
Long, sweeping rights that rolled almost
perfectly over me, resulting in some cool
beneath-the-surface photographs.

It wasn't flat. Occasionally there were ripples
of swell that rose and built to form small,
playful waves perfect for testing the slack
condition capabilities of the Hyper Nut.
Throughout the day we could feel the surf
trying to grow, we knew there would be proper
waves soon – or at least we hoped.

The boards did their jobs perfectly. The Hyper
Nut sliced, carved and arced perfectly in
these medium sized Indo waves. It's shorter
length and compact nose shape allowed just
the right amount of floatation and control.

The long wait between sets did mean I had a
lot of free time, so as any photographer with
time on their hands would do, I went
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We were in the water for seven hours that day
and seven the next, trying to fully utilise
whatever waves came our way, pushing the
boards and myself to gain great shots in not
so great conditions. Eventually, our trip had
to come to an end, and on the Friday we left
the sun-drenched beaches of Indonesia to
head back to Bangkok with some great
testing results and cool photos – hopefully.
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Back to Bangkok...
The flight back to Bangkok was tiring but comfortable. Although the waves weren't amazing,
the boards were put through their paces and we got some cool shots, proving you don't have
to have 15 feet, glassy and peeling a-frames to ride and look good on the Hyper Nut.
We retuned to Starboard HQ with the office anxious to hear how the boards performed, see
what the pictures were like and hear how bad the surf was. Thankfully, all turned out better
than expected.

For more Joe Bishop
shots head over to
www.joseph-bishop.co.uk

Simply
lighter
CIRRUS JACKET

The simplest, lightest jacket you could wish for, with no fuss GlideSkin
neoprene neck and wrist seals to keep spray and splashes out. It’s
waterproof, windproof and breathable too.

palmequipmenteurope.com/cirrus
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A river runs
through it…
Words: Tez Plavenieks
Pics: Tez Plavenieks, Dave Adams and Stephen Hale
Heading north towards Oxfordshire along the A34, I
couldn’t help the wave of irony that was washing over
me. For much of my teens and twenties I’d expended
much effort in getting to the sea. As a surfer all I wanted
to do was be near the beach – and taking up windsurfing
only heightened this desire. And now here I was,
motoring away from the coast on a firing forecast, to hit
up a river…
For those who’ve read SUP Mag UK and followed us online, you’ll no doubt be aware of Dave
Adams (aka Wavecloud/UKPaddlesportsDave). Mr Adams comes from a paddle sports
background – he spent many years sitting down driving kayaks – and took up SUP after
realising the potential the sport has for anyone living next to rivers, canals and other inland
waterways. Between him and partner in crime Stephen Hale, the pair have been quietly
pioneering river SUP in the UK – certainly the white water/moving water end of the
spectrum at least.
Having been wanting to get a taste of this myself, I decided to hook up with Dave and Stephen
during a wet, windy and murky May Sunday to check out what all the fuss was about.
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Middle England
Oxfordshire sits slap bang in
Middle England. Rolling
countryside, abundant
greenery, a bunch of residents
with a (generally) conservative
attitude and a plethora of
fantastic country pubs sums
up this part of the world. Oh
and possibly the UK’s most
recognisable river, and a bunch
of tributaries, sluice through
the county – the River Thames.
Having navigated the hour and
a half journey, I found myself
parked up next to a densely
thicketed area of thistles,
nettles and long grass. Not sure
what to expect, having no real
previous river running
experience, I tentatively got
my gear ready while Dave and
Stephen chatted away about
the various put ins in the
surrounding area.
Stephen had also brought
along his young son, Will, who
was a proper eager beaver and
keen to get wet. As I watched
this grom suit up my anxieties
evaporated – after all, if a
young lad like this could
handle the spot then surely it’d
be no trouble.

Even on relatively mellow-moving rivers such as this one
respect should be given and understanding attained
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The spot
Trapesing through the brush and undergrowth with boards in tow, it was just a short hop to
reach a muddy bank leading to yet another offshoot stream that was flowing into the
tributary we’d be playing in.
Having unceremoniously slipped off the bank in the mud, I found myself navigating
overhanging trees, grass and generally trying not to get tangled up with overgrowing
shrubbery. Following Dave, we rounded a bend and came out into a wider piece of open
water. There was a decent amount of flow forcing itself between two old world bridge
pillars. To the right was a river eddy that was standing depth, while behind us featured a
strainer – a small silt island that split the river in two and forced the flow either side.
Upon reaching the opposite bank’s eddy, Dave went through a few points – where to
attach the leash, how to approach the standing wave and actually get on it, how to bail if
dumped off and a couple of other safety points.
It doesn’t matter whether you come from other areas of SUP or watersports, the fact
remains: even on relatively mellow-moving rivers such as this one, respect should be
given and understanding attained. After all, things can still go wrong and therefore due
thought and consideration need to be given.

The gear
Dave and Stephen are certainly well tuned into to this standing wave and therefore have
the most applicable kit for the job in hand. While general iSUPs work, it’s actually much
better to be using specific gear. In this case we had the use of a Jackson SUPercharger,
Red Paddle Flow and Boardworks MVP Badfish. Having never used white water specific
SUPs before, I was keen to give these a go.
Also, as a bit of an experiment, I’d brought along a Pendleboard 9.6ft half inflatable/half
rigid stand up. Although this is designed primarily for open ocean wave riding, I was
intrigued as to how it would work at this spot.
Dave was positively frothing at the prospect of being able to try something new and
Stephen was keen too. More how the Pendleboard fared in a moment…
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Young Will
At this point special
mention must be made
for Will Hale, Stephen’s
son. He shows absolutely
no fear and was
constantly stoked to be
joining in with his dad’s
paddling antics. A little on
the wee side of the height
scale, Will’s dad set up a
rope system between the
bridge pillars. This gave
the opportunity to use the
line, as you would when
wakeboarding. Will wasted
no time getting stuck in
with his bodyboard and
was soon having no end of
fun. You can see this in the
accompanying video at:
youtu.be/32G1djsP5bI

Lesson learned
Having popped my river
surfing cherry, I can now say
I’m hooked – line and sinker.
As much as my normal SUP
exploits revolve around open
seas, I would happily head
inland to white water if the
chance arose again – which
I’m sure it will.
There were a few lessons
learned though –
l

l

l

Don’t use your top spec
carbon paddle – rocks and
hard shallow bottoms can
and will take chunks out of
your blade.
Small fins are your friend –
and when I say small, I
mean REALLY small. The
smaller the better for
shallow river bed
clearance.
Wear a PFD/BA – nonsalinated water is nowhere
near as buoyant as
seawater and a floatation
aid will help you no end if
things go awry.

Thanks to Dave Adams,
Stephen and Will Hale, Palm
Equipment, SUPSkin, Red
Paddle Co, Leashlok Hawaii, K4
Harness Mount, Aquabound
and Boardworks and Jackson
Kayaks for helping make this
feature possible.

paddle strokes to keep riding and not get
dumped out the back. There’s a tipping
point – one I found all too frequently –
whereby the rail of your SUP gets caught
and you spin away from the sweet spot. It’s
no good fighting this as Mother Nature will
always prevail!

First try
Having watched Dave, Stephen and Will
attack the standing wave with gusto and
without fear, I finally managed to get stuck
in. Dave recommend I take the
SUPercharger to start with as it’s a forgiving
board built with this kind of thing in mind.

Having gained confidence, it was time to
switch things up and during the course of
the next few hours we swapped kit and
scored numerous rides – too many to count.
Even with little white water experience it
was a steep learning curve and, at least at
this put in, any proficient rider will be up
and running quickly. It was great to use
some different gear to my norm and get a
feel for this side of SUP.

Climbing aboard the Jackson is unlike
anything I’ve used before and as I headed
towards the drop in I felt quietly confident.
Riding standing waves, as I learnt pretty
quickly, is all about positioning. It’s not
good enough to simply attack the fastest
part of the flow and hope that your brute
force will win out. A more subtle approach is
needed – setting a line from an eddy and
ferry gliding into position. Once on the
wave, you need to employ deft foot
technique, rail control/trim and minute

Dave and Stephen have been riding this
spot for an eternity. Both highly skilled
paddlers, they both make it look easy and
while initial sceptics may scoff at how
mellow the whole experience is it’s worth
pointing out not to knock something until
you’ve tried it.

Pendleboard delivers
Dave was the first to have a bash with the
Pendleboard 9.6ft. He was initially
concerned that it wouldn’t offer as much
stability as you generally need for standing
waves and river running. After a few
tentative paddle strokes, however, all these
concerns were brushed aside. In fact, so
much so that Dave fell in love with the board
quicker than you can blink.
For a SUP designed specifically for open
water paddle surfing, it performed
extremely well in the river on a standing
wave. The quad fin set up was perfect here
and the lively feel made for an engaging but
fun ride.
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Photo: Matt Parker

Scan QR-code
to find Werner
produtcs online

www.wernerpaddles.com
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SHETLANDSUP
The Shetland Isles lie at the northern tip of the UK – a group of 100 islands
of which 16 are inhabited. After flying to visit my wife, Annagail’s family in
the Shetland Isles for the first time two years ago; the thought of going
back, this time with SUPs and exploring the islands grew with intensity.
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Text and pics by
Christopher
Leaman and
Annagail Leaman

Scousburgh Sands covered in seals
Main pic: Norwick beach
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With the purchase of two new Red Paddle iSUPs from Reactive Watersports in
Plymouth, we made a trial run to Roscoff (France) over Easter to see how we could fit
the two inflatables into the estate car with all the usual holiday stuff. It worked well
so an expedition to Shetland was planned – to visit the three main islands exploring
hidden coves, surf and view some fantastic wildlife.

Gossabrough beach

We completed the 600-mile drive from South Devon to Aberdeen in two parts; with a night at
Killington Lake Day’s Inn on the edge of the beautiful Lake District. From Aberdeen we had
an overnight 14-hour ferry to Lerwick on Mainland Shetland. This was broken up by a stop at
Kirkwell (Orkney) to drop off and take on-board new passengers. Pleased to say this was a
reasonably flat crossing!
After spending a couple of days again enjoying the wonderful hospitality of family, we
headed to the most southerly point, Sumburgh Head, and to see the famous Puffins. Then
heading north along the south-western coast we checked out the beaches and spotted some
small surf at Quendale. After some ‘surf talk’ with one surfer on the deserted beach, we
decided to head up to the iconic white sanded St Ninians Isle which we knew was likely to
have both waves and flat water caused by the division of the causeway.

Norwick beach

Therapeutic
The drive down the hill to the car park didn’t disappoint and the weather was kind with light
winds and some sunshine. With SUPs pumped up and with our summer steamer wetsuits on,
we descended onto the beach to the southern side of the causeway. Paddling here on the
clear flat water with Red Throated Divers and diving Terns for company was therapeutic after
the distance we had travelled from Devon. I swapped over to the other side of the causeway
after 30 minutes and played with the small surf. We had the 9.8 and the 10.6 versions with
us. I was pleased how the 9.8 would both tour and take on the small surf, especially with my
six-foot two-inch frame and 88kg mass.

Unst

Gossabrough beach

The next day we took two ferries to get to Unst, the most northern isle. We did a six-mile
circular walk to view Muckle Flugga, which is close to the most northern point of the UK, a
spectacular site with thousands of breeding Gannets and spray shooting skyward from the wild
sea battering the coastline. Strong westerly winds ruled out any SUPing today although some
of the more sheltered spots (Burra Firth in particular) did look inviting. The endless options to
paddle again, no launch or parking fees and only ourselves for company was very tempting.
Driving around the following day looking for Otters (unsuccessful again) and this being our
last day on Unst, we searched for an opportunity to paddle again. Strong winds were with us
again but died down in the evening. We headed to Norwick which is arguably the most
northern beach in the UK and where there was flat water. After a quick change and inflating
the board, I took Annagail’s SUP – the 10.6 out for a cruise around the bay, with only a
curious seal shadowing me and Great Skuas passing overhead for company, while Annagail
took photos.
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West Sandwick beach

Paddling here on the clear flat water with Red
Throated Divers and diving Terns for company
was therapeutic after the distance we had
travelled from Devon

St Ninian's Isle

Breckon Sands

West Sandwick

Chilly

The next day we caught the ferry south to Yell
where we would stay for two nights. We
checked out the top part of the island and
found a nice north westerly beach (Breckon
Sands) requiring a small walk down and
across a field of sheep. Another great location
was the Gloup Voe (tidal inlet) which was
sheltered from the breeze and occasionally
threw up a small wave at the mouth.

Our next accommodation was on the west of
the island at West Sandwick, a short distance
from another great white sandy beach. After
dinner, we walked across the fields to the
beach. A nice ‘wind-blown’ swell created a 12ft wave, striking in the evening sunshine.
Tempting but we decided to return the
following day and search for Otters again
instead. Persistence pays and we were finally
rewarded with close-up views of a family of
three by the Ulsta ferry terminal.

With the arrival of rain, we finished our tour
on the flat water and returned to the beach,
quickly deflating the SUPs and packing them
easily into the rucksacks. With the car
thermometer showing seven degrees, we
headed back to the B&B for a welcome warm
shower, cup of tea and plate of homemade
soup from our friendly B&B owner.

As with any new place, care must be taken all
around these islands. The continuous change
in weather and the strong tidal currents
meant we would watch first to evaluate and
keep monitoring the conditions.

Otter search
Persistence pays
and we were finally
rewarded with closeup views of a family
of three by the Ulsta
ferry terminal

Such a beautiful location it was hard to
resist one last SUP on West Sandwick, so
with the sun still up on our last evening on
Yell, I had one last paddle. Although the
swell was not as big as yesterday, there
were some small waves to catch and it felt
great to have the sun on your back and be
the only people on the beach again.

Our second day on Yell took us to the North
East of the island and to explore southward
along the east coast. We found a gem of a
spot at Vatster where you can drive down to
a small causeway which separated the
beach from a Loch. We talked with a ‘local’
originally from Norfolk, who had set up a
small business selling candles to tourists
and she told us where to find Otters and
Puffins in the area. Tempting as it was, we
moved further south and chose a sheltered
beach at Gossabrough facing the north east.
We had a comfortable 300-metre walk
before we could launch and this gave us the
opportunity to try out the Red Paddle
rucksacks which we bought as a package
including leash, paddle and Titan pump.

Mission accomplished we returned to the
mainland the following day and enjoyed
more time with family. We had great fun at
one of the many music nights on the
islands which are basically locals jamming
sessions with fiddles, accordions, flutes and
many other instruments that lasted until
midnight. All too soon our break came to an
end and it was time to catch an evening
ferry from Lerwick back to Aberdeen. Unlike
our arrival this was a ‘lively’ crossing!
We enjoy touring the south west England
coastline, socialising with fellow paddlers,
sometimes competing with our SUPs but
we’ve found they’re also really great for
exploring. There’s no doubt we’ll be back to
Shetland but now, who knows where else
we’ll explore!

We were alone so left the pump and
rucksack on the beach while we toured the
coastline keeping an eye out for the shy
Otters. Black Guillemots and Seals were our
constant friends but always kept their
distance.
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iSup Demo Center RRD and Red Paddle Co
Starboard Paddle Demo Center
BSUPA Qualified instructors
SUP Club nights and trips

SALE Starboard Avanti and Big easy package are £999
and the blend is £969 over 30% off RRP

Enduro - High Aspect Race - Kialoa Insanity - Kialoa Methane II
Best Price on Paddles Guaranteed

Pro Limit SUP Clothing
"Something for all conditions"

Red Paddle Co and
RRD iSUP packages
include ‘FREE’ bag,
pump, leash, paddle,
repair kit and shipping.
BEST PRICE
GUARANTEED…

JUICE BOARDSPORTS, Unit 3 Linfit Court, Colliers Way, Clayton West, Huddersfield HD8 9WL
Tel: 01484 860640

team@juiceboardsports.co.uk www.juiceboardsports.co.uk

Hamble
action

AV SUP Club is another popular stand
up paddle boarding club located on
the banks of the River Hamble.
Featuring an idyllic flat water
location the club caters for all comers
– beginner to advanced. SUP Mag UK
caught up with founding member
Drew Wood to hear about all things
AV SUP.

Interview: SUP Mag UK
Pics: AV SUP Club

Te l l u s a l i t t l e a b o u t t h e h i s t o ry o f
AV SUP Club?
AV SUP Club is the brainchild of Drew Wood (owner of
ActionVan, The Ultimate Camper Van Conversion Company).
ActionVan has always had strong links with the mountain
biking, sailing and windsurfing scenes and through these
connections sponsored the then UK No 1 wave sailor John
Hibbard back in 2004/5/6. John was one of the leading lights in
bringing SUP to our shores and now heads up Red Paddle SUP
operations at Tushingham Ltd (distributors of Starboard and
Red Paddle Co).
Drew has also been involved in the sport from its infancy in the
UK. He helped run a Team 15, RYA 8 – 18 year windsurf club
(Calshot Flyers) on a voluntary basis at Calshot Activities
Centre and not only is a qualified Senior Windsurfing
Instructor, he has now achieved BSUPA certification as a
Paddle Board Instructor.
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With a huge surge in the sport of SUP, Drew, with the help of
Rich Marsh (BSUPA) pinpointed Eastlands Boat Yard, based on
the beautiful river Hamble in Hampshire, early in 2012 as an
ideal flat water spot to create a club and school alongside the
main business converting vans. In May 2012 they moved the
business and got the ball rolling.
Now recognised as a British Stand Up Paddle Board Association
(BSUPA) training centre and with Mary as Club Secretary/
Treasurer and BSUPA instructor and ActionVan team driver Karl
Hobbs on board as Club Chair and BSUPA/ASI instructor, the
only way is up or down the river…

What made you think there was a
need for a SUP club in your area?
Where in such a built up urban area can there be such a beautiful
setting to teach and enjoy SUP? Since opening, we've introduced
hundreds of locals to the club and school and worked closely with
local colleges, scout and guide groups as well as local councils
and trusts – particularly the Hampshire and Isle of Wight Wildlife
Trust, holding open days and river expeditions.
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What sacrifices have to be made
when running a successful SUP club?
The move to Eastlands Boat Yard was extremely difficult
financially for ActionVan – it doubled our rent overnight. The
club would not exist if it couldn't operate from AV HQ. But both
are going from strength to strength and we've just signed up to
another three year lease.

How many members does AV SUP
Club have?
AV SUP Club has presently got 40 members and is growing year
on year.

Do you have any exclusive perks
available for members?
AV SUP Club offers a fantastic, safe environment in which to
paddle, based at a private launch site on the Hamble.

Who are the stars of AV SUP Club (all
disciplines) and how do you think the
club environment has contributed to
their progression??
Beginners who have caught the bug on a taster session or Ready to
Ride course and then joined up are our stars. We value the grass route
approach and hope to keep this going for the foreseeable future.

How important do you feel that having
a network of SUP clubs is?
Networking is key and getting ideas from each individual club is
invaluable. A couple of our guys get involved with racing on a fun basis
– and we hope to see you all at our UK SUP Clubs event on 3rd October.

How do you cater for non-competitive
SUPers?
We operate a give it a go policy - NOT EVERYONE WANTS TO RACE!
SUP is a fantastic social sport with numerous disciplines. We firmly
encourage an ‘each to their own’ approach. Be that racing, surfing or a
gentle paddle to the pub – and you can paddle to quite a few from here!
We have younger members and we have folks in their 70s. We’ve
introduced quite a few to racing, staging our own events as well as
helping with the Hamble River Games 2014, where the majority taking
part were novices.

What plans does AV SUP Club have
moving forwards?
We are lucky enough to run the club from the privately owned
Eastlands Boat Yard and are now in our fourth year. There is no room to
grow physically, but loads of time to continue introducing people to
this great sport and expand the club's membership.

If you could go back to the start, what
would you do differently a second time
around??
Nothing really, all has been good!

Many industry professionals believe
that SUP clubs are the future of our
sport in the UK – do you feel this is
the case or could it grow organically
on its own?
Without the club scene you'll not attract new blood. It's all about the
'stoke' for the newbies and us as instructors and ambassadors for our
sport. Richard Marsh was instrumental in introducing the Royal Navy to
Karl, which in turn has introduced club instructors to the MOD when
they assisted during training events at Whale Island HMS Excellent.

Any final shout outs and/or thankyous?
Cut the politics – enjoy the paddle! We have a core group of members
always willing to help out at events and group sessions so thanks to all
of them, especially Mary for all her hard work behind the scenes,
Martin Barlow (Local Liaison Officer) and of course Karl Hobbs, our
Chairman.

From Karl:
I'm really grateful for the opportunities that the club has given me to
pass on my limited skills and knowledge to our club members and
clients whilst travelling to my 'proper job' at HMS Collingwood where I
am also able to pass on the stoke for all things SUP; when not
instructing naval students.

ActionVan SUP Club
http://www.avsupclub.co.uk
Email: info@avsupclub.co.uk
Tel: 01489 588327
https://www.facebook.com/AvSupClub
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Introducing the Rum Runner

the modular SUP

as easy as one

two

three!

The Point 65ºN Rum Runner can be taken apart for easy
transport and storage. Available in 11.5’ and 12.5’ lengths,
their displacement hulls are especially suitable for touring as
they are stable, fast and have superior tracking capabilities.
The nose section features two cup holders and a large
watertight hatch for loads of dry storage.
For details on the full Point 65ºN range, click here

Point 65ºN products are distributed in the UK and Ireland by Lyon Equipment - www.lyon.co.uk
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VASS

CLASS!
Vassiliki, located on the southern shores of Lefkas Island, part of the
Ionian island chain, has long been an established windsurfing destination
– certainly for Europeans anyway. But the notorious katabatic wind
that puffs cross shore in Vass bay is a late in the day phenomenon,
leaving the whole morning free for other watery exploits. Evenings were
traditionally (and still are) a time to sample the many Greek tavernas
lining the harbour front of Vass town or getting all hedonistic in the
Zeus bar. The restaurants are abundant and serve up delectable Greek
delights while the Zeus Bar is still on offer for those looking to party.
When
When people
people talk
talk about
about glassy
glassy conditions
conditions
there’s
there’s usually
usually aa bump
bump or
or two
two in
in the
the mix.
mix.
But
But with
with regard
regard to
to Vass,
Vass, mirror
mirror flat
flat really
really
does
does mean
mean just
just that.
that. At
At 8am
8am there’s
there’s barely
barely
aa breath
breath of
of wind
wind and
and the
the nature
nature of
of the
the
enclosed
enclosed bay
bay ensures
ensures that
that most
most open
open sea
sea
swell
swell is
is completely
completely blocked.
blocked. The
The sun
sun
already
already has
has his
his hat
hat on
on but
but mercury
mercury levels
levels
aren’t
aren’t quite
quite as
as fierce
fierce as
as later
later in
in the
the day.
day.

In
In years
years past,
past, before
before SUP
SUP was
was even
even aa
twinkling
twinkling in
in Laird’s
Laird’s eye,
eye, Vass
Vass mornings
mornings
were
were aa time
time to
to shed
shed the
the woolly
woolly headed
headed
feeling,
feeling, grab
grab aa frape
frape and
and generally
generally laze
laze
about
about in
in anticipation
anticipation of
of the
the afternoon’s
afternoon’s
full
full power
power wind
wind driven
driven activities.
activities. More
More
recently,
recently, however,
however, multi-discipline
multi-discipline
aficionados
aficionados have
have started
started to
to wise
wise up
up to
to
Vass’
Vass’ glassy
glassy morning
morning conditions
conditions –– perfect
perfect
for
for SUP
SUP race
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training, SUP
SUP yoga,
yoga, SUP
SUP
touring
touring or
or simply
simply getting
getting your
your morning
morning
H20
H20 fix
fix by
by heading
heading out
out for
for aa float.
float.
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Launching from the white stone beach
stand up paddle boards glide unhindered –
a few short strokes provide momentum and,
before you know, the shore will have been
left far behind. Looking back towards land,
the Greek sun hovers high above the
mountains and olive groves that provide a
picturesque backdrop. Stop paddling for a
moment and you can hear everyday life
waking up as quiet town Greece’s hustle and
bustle echoes across the brine.

way to build an appetite, ready for a hearty
breakfast back at base.
For those feeling super fit then an out, quick
hop across to Vass town, blast back inshore
and final sweep towards the centre will see
you arrive at the put in lathered in sweat
and ready for a cooling off – usually a dive
head first into the brine. One thing worth
noting is just how much fluid you’ll lose
through perspiration.

Tantalisingly serene
Citrus smells waft across the water and
insects and birds flutter through the sky,
with the occasional dog bark carrying
through the still morning. Looking down,
the azure blue colour of the water begs you
to dive right in while fish dart and weave
just beneath the surface – peaceful and
serene pretty much sums up the early
morning sweep in Vass.
Focusing back on the job in hand and it’s
around four miles to the end of a right hand
flanking headland that marks the start of
Vassiliki bay. Those with an inkling of
mathematical nouse will have worked out
that an ‘out and back’ will be around eight
miles and therefore a perfect training run
for anyone into racing. Even if this isn’t your
thing then it’s a great cruise and the perfect

SUP options galore
The actual quantity is of course directly
proportional to how hard you’re working the
paddle, but carrying a hydration pack is
definitely worthwhile – especially if you
head to Vass during July or August when air
temperatures are even higher.
SUP yoga has taken off and continues to
grow, with Vassiliki’s millpond conditions
providing a great area for those wanting to
tap up their inner chi. Club Vass, who hosted
SUP Mag UK during the trip, run informal
classes and it’s a great way of ridding
yourself of those annoying muscular knots,
having smashed a few miles out, and simply
unwinding. Many of our top UK paddlers
utilise Yoga to good effect – why not take a
leaf out of their book and follow suit?
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When Eric (as it’s known) kicks in full power
then paddling back will be a mission – to say
the least
The Southern Ionian is littered with a plethora
of islands, springing up from deep blue
waters, and while it’d be a mammoth
exploration to paddle between them –
certainly for a week – there are a few nooks
and crannies worth exploring within Vass Bay.
If you decide to do a Vass discovery then be
aware of the wind. When Eric (as it’s known)
kicks in full power then paddling back will
be a mission – to say the least. If you’re on
the masochistic end of the spectrum then
maybe this is your bag – a beasting back
upwind will certainly burn the calories,
that’s for sure!

Further afield
Further round from Vass bay is Agiofili beach
– a secluded spot that’s tricky to reach by
land but easily navigable by SUP. It does get
busy during the height of summer and once
again you’ll need to keep an eye on local
conditions. It’s definitely worth a look,
81
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however, and great for getting off the beaten
track – especially during the early part of the
day. Club Vass run tours in the mornings and
this is one of the stops they head for. If you
do head here then it’s worth bunging your
snorkel gear on the front of your board as the
underwater views can be amazing.
Club Vass is like a big SUP (and windsurf)
sweet shop. The centre carries a whole range
of equipment that’s ready to go at the drop
of a hat. The majority of gear is of a blow up
variety. A large selection of Fanatic Airs, of
various sizes, Starboard Astros and RRDs all
nestle under olive netting on racks.
Those wanting hard board performance
won’t be disappointed, however, as a
number of touring boards from Starboard
and JP are also ready and waiting. We
mainly used 14ft tourers but there’s
something for everyone and adjustable
Fanatic paddles ensure you’ll find the right
sized sweeper.

Note:
At the time of travelling,
Greece was going through a
pretty tough time
economically and yet, we
never saw any issue arise
from financial problems.
Businesses were carrying on
as normal and there were no
dramas. It’s worth, however,
obtaining sufficient Euros to
cover your whole trip before
travelling and if possible
have them as denominations
of ten. Chances are that if
you try and pay with a 50
Euro note you’ll struggle to
get the correct change.
A huge thank you must go
out to Club Vass Holidays
who helped with this trip.
Also big shout out to Ed Allen
at Edge Productions for
photos, plus Cave Active and
Hutch SUP Wear who
provided paddling apparel.
More info can be found at:
http://clubvass.com
www.edgeproductions.co.uk
www.caveactive.com
www.hutchsupwear.com

location for a SUP holiday then you’d do a
lot worse that hitting up Club Vass. If you’re
a multi-discipline aficionado and love a full
power afternoon windsurf then there’s even
more reason to visit. Offering idyllic flat
water morning glassy conditions, stand up
paddling in Vassiliki bay is sublime and a
great spot for introducing kids and other
family members.

Take your own paddle
It’s worth considering, if you are a little
more serious about your SUP shenanigans,
that taking your own carbon paddle would
be worth it. While the kit on offer at Club
Vass is certainly good, there aren’t any
carbon sweepers on offer (somewhat
understandable given the number of
windsurfing guests who have their first taste
of paddling while on holiday, high spec
paddles wouldn’t survive for long). A
number of other SUPers from the UK had
travelled with their own paddles and it was
certainly proving worth it. It’s far easier to
fly with a stand up paddle than your board.
Having said that, if you’re keen to explore
the rest of the island then it could be worth
rolling up an iSUP and chucking that on the
plane. From the flat, calm waters of Nidri
Bay to the northern tip and Mylos Bay, there
are a whole load of alternative put in spots
that are a simple car journey away. Porto
Katsiki beach, in particular, is well worth a
look and would offer a stunning location for
SUP photos. High sided cliffs and pristine
white sand make this a must see spot –
even if you don’t SUP here.
If you’re looking for an easily accessible,
relatively affordable and family-friendly
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Watch the video:

p

Available from Kai Sports and good
retailers in UK/Ireland 023 8084 0777
www.kaisports.co.uk info@kaisports.co.uk

THE UK MAGAZINE FOR
RECREATIONAL PADDLERS
The PADDLERUK is your one
stop mag for all things paddling
related from our green and
pleasant land.Awesome travel
features from overseas and the
UK, interviews, with paddling’s
best, coaching, kit reviews and
everything else in between.

What some of the stars of
paddling say about us…
The Paddler is fantastic media for paddle sport, that brings the top news and adventures from kayakers all around
the world.The quality of articles and images really showcase how amazing the sport of kayaking is.
Claire O’Hara – Freestyle World Champion
I have enjoyed tremendously reading the Paddler every time it comes out. I don't have a lot of free time, and the
little I have I must spend wisely. Thanks for such a fantastic magazine.
Corran Addison – Olympic Canoeist, designer and WW kayaker
A very colourful and easy to read paddling magazine. Fun to browse through the many articles, and delve deeper
into the one that is of interest to me.
Claudia Van Wijk – Canadian National Slalom Champion
The Paddler is the bomb! Thanks for always keeping it real with the best shots and articles!
Connor Baxter – SUP World Series Champion
Available digitally for just £1.99 or £10.99 for six per year. To subscribe visit:
http://joom.ag/By1p
Also available in print for only £6.99 inc. P&P on top quality matt paper with
thick laminated gloss varnished covers - it’s top notch! To subscribe visit:
https://thepaddlerezine.wordpress.com/category/subscribe/
If you have any queries
please call: 01480 465081
Email: subs@thepaddlerezine.com
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Isle

Peter Kosinski interview
Peter Kosinski is one of Ireland’s finest SUP exports. Being
equally versed in riding waves as he is racing Pete is a regular
podium finisher at events in his native Ireland and across the
water in his native Ireland and across the water in Blighty. Having
recently won the Dublin Battle of the Bay for a third year running
SUP Mag UK thought we should hit up Mr K and get the lowdown on
what makes him tick.

gold

1. Firstly where’s your surname from? That’s not a typical Irish sounding
one? Do you have heritage from overseas – if so whereabouts?
Poland, My Dad came to Ireland 30 years ago and brought the name with him. I
personally don’t speak Polish but I have visited loads and I love to ski there.
2. How and why did you get into SUP? We know you do a variety of other
watersports so what was it about stand up that appealed?
Since I was small I have always been involved in watersports from kayaking to
sailing. I got really addicted to windsurfing when I was around 12 but lived 40
mins from the beach. I got a SUP soon after which allowed me to get on the
water everyday. I hardly windsurf now only a few times a year due to the
versatility of SUP as a watersport. I can go out in 0 knots and 30 knots and still
have fun.
3. You’re based in the Dublin area which is slowly gaining a reputation for
being a quality stand up paddling location. What’s so great about the
area and why should SUPers head over and check it out?
I am actually based 40 mins inland from Dublin in a university town called
Maynooth. Dublin as a destination to paddle is incredibly unique. There is spots
to paddle in every weather conditions. You can be paddling in the centre of the
city on Grand Canal dock and 15 mins later be riding the longest wave of your
life on the ferry wave.
4. Where else in Ireland do you paddle? We know the west coast fires on a
good swell – do you head over and charge juice when forecasts line up?
Luckily enough I am fortunate to have a summer house on the west coast of
Ireland. It is in a area called Mayo which provides epic conditions when the
winds and swells align. I recently started my own SUP School in the area called
Summer SUP School. It’s the perfect location to paddle with surf, downwind and
flat water conditions all with in a 5 mins drive.
Battle of the Thames pics by Dave White http://davewhite.me
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Who’s your SUP
inspiration?
Kai Lenny, Connor Baxter,
Danny Ching, Travis Grant
and Dave Kalama.

Any final shout
outs?
My family, sponsors,
friends and everybody
that has helped me out.

5. Who’s your normal SUP crew? Do they push
you during training or is it more of a relaxed
social affair?
My normal SUP crew is all the guys down at
Surfdock in Dublin. They helped me get to
where I am today in terms of training and
sponsorship. Now we just go for social paddles
and talk kit, events and what paddle is Kai and
Connor using this week.
6. Preparing for big races is a hard slog. Talk us
through your pre-event routine and how you
get into the zone for a big race.
It depends on the race but I normally try stay
really relaxed because the worst thing for me is
to stress about it.

10. Where’s your favourite part of Ireland to
paddle and why?
Down at Old Head beach in Co. Mayo. It is were
my SUP school is located and has the best
downwind run in the country.

7. What class do you tend to prefer for SUP
racing? We can see from your results you’ve
mixed it up in the past – why is this?
Generally it is 12,6ft race but sometimes I will
hop on a 14ft if the conditions looking fun.

11. And as far as the rest of the world goes;
which spots do you have any your bucket
list? Have you done much travelling to
paddling or is that a work in progress?
I have a few spots on the bucket list. (Tahiti,
Hawaii, Fiji and Western Australia)

8. From online videos there’s obviously more
to your SUP than just racing. If you had the
choice what part of stand up would you be
doing the most of and why?
Hmmmm, honestly I could not decide. I enjoy
racing, surfing, downwinding, exploring and
everything in between.

12. Talk to us about the kit your currently
rocking. What boards and paddles are you
using and why – for surf and race?
I am sponsored by Starboard so all Starbie
gear;) 12,6 AllStar 25” wide (This board suits
95% of the conditions); 12,6 Astro Racer; 7’7
Pro Medium High Aspect (This is my everyday
paddle); Large High Aspect; Small Enduro.

9. Tell us a little bit about Ireland’s SUP scene.
Is it growing as quick as in other areas of
the world or is there reluctance to get
involved? Which pockets or the country are
seeing the biggest participation numbers?
This year SUP is exploding all over Ireland with
lots of people getting into it as their first
watersport. Dublin is seeing the biggest growth
with lots of quality SUP providers well
established.
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13. What events have you got your sites on for
the rest of the year? Any plans to tackle
some overseas comps?
Yeah, I missed some big events this year with
having surgery early on in the season and
exams commitments. Finland, Rome, Suffolk
SUP, Norfolk Broads, UK Club Champs.
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What fun can come from days in the sun. Whether in a
lake or on the sea, it's just that feeling of being free.

ADVERTORIAL

Carbon boards,
carbon paddles –
Words and photos: Damian Scott
Photos: Neptune SUPs/SUP Mag UK

We all love playing in and on the
waters of this amazing planet
but if we are not careful we will
ruin it. With this in mind
Neptune SUPs recently asked
carbon balancing specialist ‘Go
Balance’ (www.go-balance.com)
to carry out a life cycle
assessment on SUP boards and
paddles to see what impact
making a SUP board has on the
environment. The detailed report,
which they generated, made
Neptune make the decision to
carbon balance their boards and
paddles prior to them being sold
– why?

Annual production
The annual production of new SUP boards and
surfboards, roughly 750,000, creates around
220,000 tons of CO2e. The creation of
polyurethane/EPS foam blank utilises
processes that are not environmental friendly
and contribute to the greenhouse gas
emissions, and often employ hydrofluorocarbons, which are known to deplete
the ozone, as the blowing agent or catalyst.

Many boards and board parts are made
overseas and have to be transported to the
US, Brazil, Australia and Europe. In addition
the amount of travelling SUPers/surfers do to
get to and from the water – anywhere from
driving a car or truck to flying to even boating
– have to be considered. The sad thing is that
for a sport that boasts environmentally green
credentials thousands of tons of greenhouse
gas are made by the industry each year.

The overall environmental impact of
fibreglass is minimal compared to the resin
and foam blanks used. Previous studies
estimate that fibreglass accounts for 5% of
the total carbon footprint in a SUP board.
Resin used to laminate the fibreglass,
contribute for the 22% of a PU/PE board, and
for about 37% of an epoxy/EPS board.
Surfboard manufacturing produces plenty of
VOCs (volatile organic compounds) and
greenhouse gasses that are emitted into the
atmosphere. Part of the problem also lies in
the transportation of these boards – whether
they are a finished product or not.
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ADVERTORIAL

what about the carbon footprint?
What can be done?
Many companies commence managing
their environmental impacts by adjusting or
implementing internal practices such as
recycling, energy efficient policies, carbon
foot printing and carbon offsetting. Some
organisations then approach the issue of
CSR (corporate social responsibility)
separately and link with charities involved
in bringing socio-economic benefits, animal
welfare or the protection of nature.
As ambassadors for a healthy and
environmentally conscious lifestyle it’s our
duty to make a difference and sort out the
problems our planet faces now. We can’t undo
damage already done but we can stop any
more from happening if we all do our bit.

What did Neptune do?
By having their footprint calculated
Neptune SUPs has purchased carbon credits
to offset their footprint and will continue to
do so and encourage other companies to do
the same, regardless of what they are
making product wise.

If all companies took the approach Neptune
do then the world would be in better shape
and continue to be for future generations to
continue to enjoy this playground we call
earth.

What type of carbon
credits did Neptune
purchase?
They have supported the Trocano Araetama
Conservation project by buying their
Natural Capital Credits. This is a REDD+
project situated within the municipal
boundaries of Borba, in the state of
Amazonas, Brazil –
www.trocanoproject.com/home/
The project covers an area of 1.3 million
hectares and is inhabited by 105
communities, with a total population of
10,700 that are directly affected by the
project activities benefiting them all in
many ways. With water being the veins to
these communities Neptune felt it was a
great project for them to support. The
project complies with the Natural Forest
Standard (NFS), a voluntary carbon standard
that integrates the social, biodiversity and
carbon aspects of REDD+ projects.
As we move forwards in an increasingly
populated world more and more services will
be required that can potentially impact the
environment in harmful ways. If we don’t
act as businesses and individuals, there
might come a time then we can’t enjoy a
precious resource like water and then where
will we be?
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More info
To found out more
about how you can
become more carbon
neutral head over to

www.toolkit.bc.ca/cnlg
/guide

Available from Kai Sports and participating Nah Skwell retailers
For more details/stockists contact Kai Sports on

http://www.kaisports.co.uk
info@kaisports.co.uk
9'6" WOOD BLUE

9'6" BLUE

8'10" WOOD FUCIA

8'10" FUCIA

8'10" WOOD BLUE

8'10" BLUE

7'10" WOOD RED

11'0" WOOD

11'0"

10'0" WOOD

10'0"

7'10" RED

7'7"

7'3"

7'0"

8'4"/8'7"/9'2" CARBON

9'3" WOOD

9'3"

9'2" WOOD

9'2"

8'8" WOOD

8'8"

8'7"
8'7" WOOD

8'4"
8'4" WOOD

7'4"
7'7"
7'11"
8'2"

SOFT

023 8084 0777
12'6" SCOW

12'6" x 25" or 27" BEACH COMP

12'6"

12'0" WOOD

12'0"

11'0" WOOD

11'0"

9'6" BLUE

9'6" FUCIA

9'5"/10'0"/10'5"/10'8" BLUE

9'5"/10'0"/10'5"/10'8" NARANJA

9'5"/10'0"/10'5" WOOD WHITE

9'5"/10'0"/10'5" WOOD BLUE

9'5"/10'0"/10'5" FUCIA

9'5"/10'0"/10'5" JADE

9'5"/10'0"/10'5" BLUE

11'0" NARANJA
11'0" BLUE
11'0" LEMON

10'8" BLUE

9'7" NARANJA
10'8" NARANJA
10'8" LEMON

The need for speed –
Nah Skwell Beach Comp 12.6ft 25” and 27” comparison
Take two race boards from the same brand, equal in all parts except for
width measurements, and pit them against each other to assess the
findings – sounds simple doesn’t it? In practice, however, this most
definitely isn’t the case. At the risk of stating the obvious there are so
many factors that come in to play when judging speed, glide, tracking
and stability. It’s a wonder the brands have time to test these factors
themselves. Actually they don’t, they can’t. They design kit optimised
for specific conditions and rider abilities and then it’s over to you, the
paddler, to make it work.

Rider ability, weight and style
27” and 25” wide boards are technical to
paddle for the majority – especially SUPs that
have been optimised for speed. There are
narrower boards out there and we appreciate
that higher skill levels/lower weight riders will
most likely be looking at sub 25” wide SUPs.
The two we reviewed, however, are more or less
the bench mark sizes currently for UK paddlers
and varied water states. With SUP racing as it
currently stands in the UK, paddlers have to be
prepared for all eventualities and conditions
Mother Nature slings us.
With a degree of technique under your belt
it’s possible to get these two boards going
easily. You may be falling off, if you’re at the
lower end of the skill spectrum, but you can
get on and move for sure. Those with more
experience will stand a better chance of eking
out performance across both boards – which
SUP is preferred comes down to individual
tastes and many other factors.

We were keen to investigate how two Nah
Skwell Beach Comp 12.6ft’s (one 27” wide and
the other 25”) would stack up – across a
variety of water states, weather conditions,
paddler weights, abilities, styles and
techniques. If possible we’d like to try and
answer the question: what makes a board
fast? At the very least we’d like to highlight
the factors that can affect speed – after all, if
you don’t own a turbo charged sled then
you’re nowhere in SUP racing, right?

We looked at as many paddler weights,
abilities and styles as we could when testing
the Beach Comps. Ultimately this gave a
wider cross section of opinion and a better
overall understanding of each board.

Why Nah Skwell Beach Comp
12.6ft?
Nah Skwell’s Beach Comp 12.6ft series isn’t
necessarily an obvious choice for this type of
article. We chose these boards as other brand
gear already has pools of info at people’s
fingertips – at least those paddlers looking for
race specific knowledge. With no high profile
team rider racers on their books and still a
little under the radar, in the UK, we thought it
would be more interesting to really work it out
from scratch. We had a completely blank
canvas with Nah Skwell.

On water conditions
If you’re a SUP racer already, or planning on
answering the call, then the UK’s changeable
climate is an important factor. Certainly
a handful of fortunate paddlers will
have access to multiple tools for
the job. Their racing can then
be tuned for a variety of
water states and
weather scenarios.
Most, however,
don’t have
this
luxury

Sticking with 12.6ft made sense as this is still
the most popular race SUP length in the UK.
The Beach Comp is designed around
conditions most UK racers will confront and
are designed for all comers.
Kai Sports, the UK importer for Nah Skwell,
kindly loaned us two top spec One Shot
Sandwich Carbon construction boards. We
could have plumped for lesser quality but
when talking race boards we feel most
paddlers will opt for better
construction as the perception is
lighter = faster.
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and will need to choose their race sled based
on what they feel is the average set of
conditions they’ll face at most events. We’re
often confronted with windy/wavey start lines,
choppy race courses, flat water legs, downwind
runs and everything else in between. We
therefore tested the Beach Comps across as
many different environments as possible (in
the time we had to conduct the review) so as to
get the broadest picture. We used three
specific locations – an inland waterway, a
sheltered harbour and open water venue.

Onto the water
At this point it’s worth mentioning a few
general things about Nah Skwell’s gear. We’ve
tested a raft of the brand’s kit and there are a
few design traits permeating across the whole
board range.
Secondary stability. To a total beginner,
secondary stability won’t help a jot in terms
of progressing. If you’re an advancing
intermediate or above, then it’s worth
taking this into consideration. When you
jump aboard a Nah Skwell they can
sometimes feel ‘tippy’ – relative to the size
of the board. Give it a few seconds though
and where you once perceived ending up in
the drink Nah Swell’s secondary stability
kicks in and corks you back up right.
Secondary stability is great in race boards
as it means, with a little practice, you can
‘rail’ the board over onto an edge and reduce
the amount of contact with the
water. This reduces drag and
therefore increases
efficiency which
should equate to
more speed.
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too far back – this is known as windage. You
will also increase ‘induced drag’ by over
engaging the tail rocker (standing too far aft).

Tracking. Race boards need to track well and
by this we mean point and shoot. It’s no good
eyeing up your goal point ahead and having
the board meander off course. Some SUPs
tend to ‘tail walk’ more than others. Nah
Skwell’s Beach Comps have superior tracking
when you’re stood in the sweet spot. For both
the 25” and 27” this means having your big
toes level with the front screw of the middle
carry handle (based on an 85kg paddler). If
you’re heavier or lighter, adjusting your
stance accordingly will allow you to locate the
board’s optimum trim (nose to tail).
Price: £1449 for Full Carbon
OSSC. 27” is also available in
OSSE Wood Sandwich £1149
Info:
www.nahskwell-sup.com or
www.kaisports.co.uk
info@kaisports.co.uk and
naishuk2@aol.com or call Jon
on 02380 840777.

Trim. Some boards are noted for having good
glide (momentum), while others turn well –
the Holy Grail, especially in a race board, is to
have both in one package. Keep in mind that
all SUPs glide better with optimum trim. Trim
refers to how you keep the board sat in the
water. Some stand up paddle boards, for
instance, prefer a completely flat trim,
whereas the Beach Comps, as discussed, both
require a degree of railing to achieve the
optimum (this is based on paddling from the
boards sweet spot).

Ultimately there needs to be enough of the
Beach Comp’s arrow sharp nose engaged to
effectively cut through chop/waves and
displace liquid – this allows the board to glide
efficiently. Too far forward and you bury the
nose, which will slow you down. Too far back
and the nose lifts, allowing wind underneath
and hampering progress. Induced wind (the
breeze caused by paddlers moving forward)
will also have a negative effect if you’re stood

The clever bit from a good designer is not just
that they understand how to produce an
‘inherently fast and controllable shape’, but
that the board quickly communicates the
best trim for the changing conditions, to
ensure every rider gets the best performance
from it and themselves.
If you’re likely to be surfing or paddling
downwind runs the board’s trim will change
drastically as you’ll be on the tail (mainly) and
manoeuvring from the back. And also keep in
mind the ever fluctuating water conditions.
You may have to keep altering your stance to
compensate for fluctuations, so it’s nice when
the board helps communicate this.

GPS time
We used GPS during testing to determine how
fast each of the boards was travelling during
each session. Over a half mile course we
paddled two lots of two laps alternating
between moderate stroke rates and high stroke
rates. Findings may change over different
courses, such as technical long distance races.

Flat water
On mirror flat inland water the 25” proved to
be the podium winning design time and
again. This may sound obvious, as there’s less
board, but straight off the grid it shot away
like a startled rabbit. As much as the 27” is an
admirable performer on the flat, it simply
isn’t a match for the 25” which averaged two
knots quicker most of the time. Two equally
weighted/skilled paddlers were pitted against
each to assess this.
Worth considering is how much more
engaging the 25” is to ride. However much
quicker it was, all riders (even our feather
weight 56kg SUPer) had to work at it to
maintain optimum tracking and trim. While
25” paddlers were busting their backsides to
redline they were also having a much harder
job optimising each leg.
Fatigue set in earlier and tiredness ultimately
leads to a lack of concentration. Towards the
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end of each drill 25” board paddlers were
falling more frequently, backing off the power
thrust or simply calling time out. Not being
able to achieve a full power paddle stroke is
also key to which board you’ll choose. If
you’re concentrating on staying upright then
you’re falling behind in a race.

Final thoughts
Both Nah Skwell Beach Comp 12.6ft’s are a
joy to paddle and race – if you have the
experience and technique. The 25” is by far
the superior board and with enough skill,
across a host of different environments, will
be your podium positioning SUP. The 27”,
however, while certainly no slouch, will
most likely appeal to the majority. Offering
a slightly more relaxed ride it forgives
dodgy technique a little more and allows
SUPers to develop necessary skills for
stepping down a size.

In all instances weight didn’t really play a part.
Instead it came more down to skill and having
an arsenal of paddle strokes and paddle
technique understanding. Our experienced
heavy weight was much quicker on the 25”,
with better paddling technique, compared to
one of our middle weights who was riding the
27” but didn’t have as high a skillset.

way out. The thing to consider here, however,
is foot placement. Getting over waves requires
the paddler stepping back – if you’re less than
accurate the 27” is more forgiving. The 25”’s
lighter weight nose also has a tendency to
ping upwards as you hit each wave – the wider
Nah Skwell can be easier to control for some.

However, we also noticed the more time less
skilled paddlers spent on the water the more
they improved and the quicker they got. This
showed that with perseverance even nervous
SUPers can make rapid headway with
technical kit.

When faced with rollers much the same traits
as with sheltered choppy water come into
play – until you head off downwind. At this
point the 25” really revs. Able to pick up
runners with ease, and surf them efficiently,
it’s a joy on a downwind run. Obviously you
have to be careful not to plough the nose into
backs of swell, after all neither Beach Comp
has extensive nose rocker. If you’re a
confident downwind paddler then it’s the 25”
all day. For not so confident paddlers the 27”
works well, just not quite as efficiently.

Sheltered choppy water
Moving testing to sheltered coastal waters
proved insightful. With chop faced head on
the heavier SUPers didn’t struggle as much as
thought. What was glaringly obvious was how
much slower the 25” was with a heavier
paddler compared the 27” with a lighter rider.
This was mostly down to 80kg+ riders
having to concentrate more on building
momentum when heading into wind/chop.
The 27” in comparison, while slower off the
start, built momentum quicker and cut
through flotsam with greater ease. When
paddling across chop the 25”’s ride became
even more engaging for the bigger boned
individuals while the 27” shone.

When surfing waves it’s similar. If heading
towards shore and the opportunity arises for
dropping in it’s much more preferable to be
on the narrower Beach Comp and have
increased manoeuvrability. Paddlers need
to be confident handling a big board in surf
– the wider Beach Comp will allow slightly
more margin for error. It’s also worth
pointing out that both boards are durable
considering their construction. This should
be comforting when surf racing with
multiple competitors in your space who
may choose to ‘rub’ against your stick.

All paddlers had to dig their blades deeper
when thrusting into moderate chop/wind.
This had many side effects the most
significant being the trim of the board.
Sometimes concentration on trim was lost in
favour of putting pedal to the metal. During
moderate stroke rates both boards actually
trimmed better and were therefore more
efficient through the water. Sometimes
backing off the gas slightly, when riding a
more technical SUP, it seems pays more
dividends in the long run.

Buoy turns
Smashing it head to head against fellow
competitors is all well and good in a straight
line. At some point though you’ll need to turn
and/or go round a mark. With its narrower
width the 25” whips round buoys like a rotor
blade on a helicopter. However, get your feet
muddled up or mess a paddle stroke and
you’ll be in the drink. This applied to all
paddlers who used the Beach Comp 25”.

Open sea
Moving to open sea and conditions racers are
faced with can be almost anything. As such, if
this is your normal racing environment then
appropriate consideration needs to be given
to wind, tide, current, chop and waves.

Forward fin boxes mean pivoting is a tad
easier with both boards as you don’t have to
step back as far. But if you’re suffering from
lack of technique we’d suggest sticking with
the 27”.

If there’s any surf kicking about then the 25”
slices through the froth like a hot knife
through butter. In comparison the 27” is
slightly less efficient through the foam on the
95
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We’d also add that any board can be tuned.
It’s important, especially if considering a
race board for competition, that you use a
top end paddle. Using a high spec board
with rubbish blades simply won’t do you
any favours. It’s also recommended that
you give thought to and adopt a good
paddling technique – this will also stand
you in good stead.
Fins are also super important. While the
supplied Nah Skwell fins worked well during
testing, we also swapped these out with
other models. In general, a narrower skeg
profile increased the speed of the 27” by
reducing drag. Stability issues were then
far more prevalent but it was definitely
quicker. We added a slight longer foil to the
25” and this actually helped with balance
but did reduce top end speed.
Only by tweaking, experimenting and
demoing will you find your ideal SUP race
partner – and then it’s a matter of playing
with your set up until the optimum is found.
One man’s vinegar is another man’s wine.
To be a fast and efficient SUP racer you’ll
not only need to be using high end
technical kit – board, fin (or fins) and paddle
– you’ll also need the skills to pilot such
equipment efficiently. Everything you do
on the water and every piece of kit you use
will have a bearing on your overall speed.
The more efficient you make your setup
and the more technically proficient you
become at paddling the better equipment
you’ll be able to ride and therefore have a
fighting chance at podiums.
This may sound obvious to the experienced
but sometimes it’s good to have things
confirmed. There’s still far too much
emphasis placed on having the latest hitech feather weight board, and while this is
true, there’s no accounting for paddling
technique and your other SUP components
working in harmony.

SUP Mag UK’s test station.
If you want your product
reviewed and think it will be
of interest to SUPers
Email:reviews@
standuppaddlemag.co.uk

Gear shed

Shred Betty – Badfish Rivershred 9ft
w w w. s y s t e m x e u ro p e . c o m

Review by Dave Adams
The very first thing that strikes you when you blow up the Rivershred is its width. At 44” wide this thing
really is bombastic! Anybody who has run rapids on a SUP knows how important a bit of width is. The next
thing that really stands out is the Multi Chamber Inflatable Technology or MCIT.

Further info :
www.systemxeurope.com/brands/ba
dfish-sup
Price: £850
Note: since going to press the
BadfishSUP Rivershred has been
swapped out by the brand. You can
still get the Rivershred 2015 model
(reviewed here) from selected
outlets. Contact System X for
details on the updated range.

Inflating is very easy because the MCIT only
needs 15psi in the centre chamber and 7psi in
the side chambers. Because of the MCIT
technology it is stiffer than other single
chamber iSUPs.

This is not new as Badfish have other SUPs in
their range with side chambers. The
Rivershred is different though because the
side chambers finish short of the tail giving the
board nice wingers which you would only
normally see on a rigid board. Side chambers
also allow for finer lines and contoured rails
which you do not get on any other inflatable.
The Rivershred is a sexy looking white water
weapon.

On the water the Rivershred is simply
awesome! Traditionally iSUPs have been a
compromise but that is not the case with the
Rivershred. This thing performs just as well if
not better than my rigid white water SUPs.

Other nice features include extra wide grab handles –
nose, tail and centre handle that is offset to allow for
the board’s extra width. There is a great kit storage
area with very strong looking D-rings – essential for
lashing down your belongings. Huge amounts of tail
and nose rocker are also built in with a flat midsection. The Rivershred has a concave nose, which is
another feature that is only really possible because of
the side chambers.

It is so solid on aerated turbulent sections of river and
surfs like a dream on standing waves which is
inspiring for beginners and encourages them to
progress. Experienced rivers surfers will be able to
push the limits of WW SUP even further. You can
carve, cut back and manoeuvre as if on a surfboard
and running sections is a supremely composed affair.
Although we didn’t tackle any serious high volume
WW the Rivershred would make an awesome vehicle
for this and it’s really hats off to the designers who’ve
nailed it with this design.

The board features a tri fin set up with extra small side
bites and removable centre fin (which is huge for a
WW SUP – 8” – but this is a great help on the flatter
sections of water. It is easily removed for shallower
areas or surfing standing waves.

CONCLUSION
With the Rivershred 9ft you get
the best of both worlds. The
versatility and convenience of
an inflatable with the
performance of a composite
board. On rivers and in white
water this translates to an
effectively optimised piece of
equipment that’s great for
beginners and advanced
paddlers alike. Possibly the
best white water specific SUP
yet – well and truly adored, can
you tell?
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Gear Shed reviews kindly supported by Fatstick SJ400 action cams,
Flymount action cam mounts and KE Nalu UK.

http://pendleboard.com

Pendleboard's unique concept relies on having half the board inflatable and the tail section rigid. In
theory this should mean the best of both worlds for paddle surfers – especially those who travel regularly.

Further info :
http://pendleboard.com
Price: TBC

Lightweight and
comfortable to carry, we
first tried the Pendleboard
9.6ft on a standing river wave.
Displaying suitably composed
traits, even our heaviest tester
was impressed in this
environment. It managed to ferry glide
into position efficiently and once on the wave cut
back and forth without issue.
The 9.6ft, however, is really designed for surfing in
the traditional sense. When confronted with an

CONCLUSION
The Pendleboard will be a
complete revelation for
travelling SUP surfers or those
with limited storage.
Displaying ample wave riding
performance to keep all but
pros happy, the 9.6ft will
fit paddle surf quivers snugly.
Sceptics may question the
technology but believe us
when we say: this concept
truly works.
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open water wave the board's glide is
good. A good deal of the
Pendleboard’s volume is located right
up front – we were worried this may
push water and impede forward
thrust. Not so; the 9.6ft redlines with
ease and drops in efficiently.
Due to the board's half and half
design, to get any kind of
performance wave riding going you'll
need to be right on the tail. If sliding
gutless fat waves, riders will be up
front on the inflatable section. This
area isn't the most efficient and it
sort of sticks a little. A few board
pumps, however, will unglue it and
have promote sliding.
Once on the rigid part, however, riders
will discover the 9.6ft's true colours.
It's possible to crank a pivoted turn off
the bottom and bash a lip as you
would a 100% hard shell SUP. There's a
degree of flex in the front half as you whip
one off a vertical section but riders will get
used to this quickly. More importantly, the
designers have crafted enough rocker into the
nose for it not to pearl on re-entry, therefore
making performance SUP surfing moves possible.
Fins supplied are pretty standard stock affairs.
We'd be inclined to swap these out ASAP – but
that's just a minor niggle.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Straight out the box and the 9.6ft looks sexy.
It’s sleek lined with only the faintest of joins,
letting you know where the hard section
ends and the blow up bit starts. Supplied
with pump, three piece paddle and
well-thought-out travel bag
(including wheels and shoulder
straps), it was easy to inflate and
get things moving. Surprisingly
the pump didn't have a gauge
and no recommended psi
instruction. The old
fashioned 'lean on it; is it
hard enough?' test came
into play. To be honest, for
anyone with iSUP
experience, identifying
when the board has
enough air is pretty easy.

kg ie t a r

All wave – Pendleboard 9.6ft

Back in black –
Black Project Epic Pro
premium carbon paddle

Lock it down –
Loco adjustable glass/
carbon paddle

w w w. b l a c k p ro j e c t s u p . c o m

http://locosurfing.com

Black Project is based on the North Shore of Maui, Hawaii, and
the brainchild of UK expats Chris Freeman and Tom Hammerton.
Riders working with Black Project include Bart de Zwart, Sonni
Hoenscheid, Ryan James, Joanne Hamilton-Vale and more,
which is an indication of the rapidly growing appeal of this
boutique, high end brand.

Loco’s adjustable sweeper is a hybrid affair with fibreglass
shaft leading to carbon blade. As such it aims to bridge the gap
between affordability and performance. We’ll not lie: the Loco
adjustable isn’t the lightest ‘stick’ on the market but it’s
certainly an admirable performer, much the same weight as
similarly priced ‘sticks’ and is much better than many entry
levels products bundled in free with board packages.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : p a d d l e s

Paddles generally fall into one of three categories – cheap low
grade rubbish, mid-range affordability with admirable
performance, or elite high end efficiency. Within each of these
categories are hundreds of minute nuances and subtleties that
make a product applicable or not.

With a stiff shaft flex the Loco adjustable displays a positive
forward thrust from each stroke and propulsion from zero to
redline is relatively quick. Compared to the brand’s high end
carbon version you’ll have to work a little harder to earn your
stars but it’s certainly no slouch across flat water and is tough
to boot.

The Black Project Epic Pro Premium Carbon weapon certainly fits
the high end mould with the use of premium grade USA-made
materials. Feeling super light – one of the lightest we've tested to
date (about 400-425 grams depending on options and cut length)
– the Epic Pro is available with the choice of three pre-preg carbon
shafts: stiff, medium and soft. We tested the medium, which errs
towards the stiffer end of the spectrum and as such delivers
maximum rider feedback. Coupled with its narrow shouldered
blade, the Epic Pro is cracking for putting the hammer down and
getting the heart rate up. Experienced racers will likely choose the
stiff shaft for even more drive.

Ramping up the stroke rate will yield positive results but we find
mid-range paddles are better for cruising around during
mellower SUP session or having on board, lashed to your deck,
as a backup when participating in offshore SUP shenanigans.
The carbon blade performs well and is one of and all round
nature. There’s minimal flutter as riders pull through the brine
and the narrow shoulders of the blade allow SUPers to bring
their stick in close to rails of the board and therefore maximise
efficiency.

During testing we partnered the Black Project paddle with a variety
of SUPs - the majority race flavoured - and found the Epic loves an
equally high performance lightweight board where the rider can
really choke down and drive their sled forwards. Stepping off the
gas and it's still a good 'engine' to have, although the Epic really
does prefer full power to maximise the blade's characteristics.

Adjusting the shaft length is a doddle with a two pin push
mechanism ensuring that everything stays locked in place with
no slippage. There’s a trend towards twist and lock systems,
which certainly give more incremental adjustment options, but
which can sometimes slip after heavy use. Solid as a rock is the
Loco adjustable hybrid paddle.

We also used the brand’s palm handle, which is great for racing
mode. We did score a few surf sessions, although the optional T
grip might suit better for wave heads. In swell the Epic had
admirable drive from standing static to boost you into waves but
the real magic happens during rail-to-rail transitions and
wraparounds, where movements are made effortless thanks to the
low weight and superb balance. Riders serious about shredding
should look at the soft shaft for increased feel.

CONCLUSION
A worthy consideration for your kit box as a backup or spare paddle
Loco’s adjustable hybrid glass shaft/carbon blade offering delivers
performance to accommodate most rider styles without breaking
the bank. If you’re not prepared to shell out for a full carbon SUP
paddle then this is a much better option than a cheaper alloy stick
that’ll do you no favours at all. A rock solid adjustment system
ensures no slipping and the option for altering shaft length makes
it applicable for multi-users. Have a nose at Loco’s full carbon
weapon for improved performance.

CONCLUSION
Black Project have produced a classic bit of kit with their Epic Pro.
Versatile, durable, responsive and lightweight means joints and
muscles will thank you for using such a well manufactured ‘stick’.
To maximise efficiency paddlers will need to have their foot on the
gas during races, whereas multi-discipline SUP aficionados will
appreciate the ease of nailing surf moves and cruising distance
without succumbing to unnecessary fatigue.

Price: £169 inc delivery
Info: http://locosurfing.com/shop/sup-paddles/

Price: From £260
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Knife through water – Black
Project Maliko race fin

CONCLUSION

Fins are often overlooked and yet are an essential part of your
stand up paddle boarding equipment – without them, simply
going straight would be an achievement! Just as with paddles,
not enough emphasis is placed on fins – especially when speed
and efficiency are required factors.

For yet more diversity, check out Black Project's Tiger fin.
Price: £140
Info: www.blackprojectfins.com/
sup-fins/sup-maliko-race/

Manufactured to an exceptionally high quality finish, Black Project's
fin isn't just a SUP racers tool of trade. We used it in everyday touring
SUP mode – which was quite revelatory. Few brands optimise skegs
– attaching a better suited type, such as the Maliko, will transform
your usual SUP sessions from placid to engaging. Even if you do own
an optimised fin, having a wider range of choice and the means to
switch up the feel of your sled is no bad thing. Owning one of these
beauties will allow just that – and more.

SMARTER. FASTER.
The #TIGER Sprint Pro Race fin features our new proprietary foil, optimized
for rapid buoy turns & blistering straights. Designed to release at low speed,
promoting faster turns while delivering enhanced grip at higher velocity.
This new fin will ensure that you are the hunter, not the hunted this season.
Learn more about our fins and paddles at blackprojectfins.com

MAUI HAWAII

DEALER ENQUIRES WELCOMED
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s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

Black Project's Maliko foil is currently being put to devastating
use by the UK's Ryan James (among others). With its swept
back, weed defeating, minimum drag profile, the Maliko slices
through the water and helps deliver an arrow straight ride. Lower
quality fins can be extremely detrimental to tracking. When in
any race situation the last thing paddlers want to be doing is
fighting to keep their board on course. Ebven in recreational
guise you can do without that unnecessary ‘swerve’. The
Maliko’s beneficial attributes to this area of SUP alone therefore
make it a worthy purchase.
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http://isunkyourbattleship.com

In conjunction with a high end paddle (such as Black Project's Epic
Pro – also reviewed in this issue) the Maliko can transform even the
most benign of boards into something more fulfilling. Take it to the
race course and you'll be rewarded with efficiency and F1
performance. The Maliko's stiff nature will need to be taken note of
during buoy turns (softer fins can sometimes be easier to pivot) but
it's not too technical to get to grips with – intermediates would be
fine with a bit of practice. Will the Maliko make you a faster paddler?
Not necessarily as there are many other factors that affect speed
and performance. But adding a premium fin to the mix, such as the
Black Project Maliko, will boost the optimisation of your equipment
and give you a fighting chance. Even if you’re not contemplating
racing then adding the Maliko will enhance the quality of each ride –
better tracking/glide, an easier board to trim and much less drag.

Essential clobber – summer
SUP gear you can’t do without
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From amphibious water wear that can be used in and out of the drink
to post SUP lounge threads for après SUP sessions, you'll need to
s t a y c o o l u n d e r t h e s u n a n d s t y l i s h t o b o o t t h i s s u m m e r.
SUP Mag UK has gathered together a selection of must have gear that's perfect for your summer
paddling shenanigans whatever discipline you choose to indulge in – at home or while away on
your holibobs. We also roped our mate SUP Dog in to help model all that essential clobber. We’re
sure you’ll agree that he certainly cuts a stylish look.

Animal beachwear (for him and her)
Animal hardly need any introduction as a world renowned brand; the UK-based company produces a
range of gear, technical and street, that most SUPers would be happy to be seen in. Their ultra-stretchy
Beeston boardies (for him) have been used to good effect over the past few months. Feeling super comfy
and almost forgettable once on, they’re perfect for warmer water stand up antics or chilling at the beach.
For lady paddlers the brand’s Paisley bikini and Patison hot pant style shorts are flattering to wear and
practical to boot – especially when the sun shines. Pack ‘em when off on your next SUP trip or bust them
out when temperatures rise. You can’t do without these well manufactured garments in your wardrobe.
Price: Beeston boardies £50, Paisley bikini £30, Patison shorts
Price: £38
Info: shop.animal.co.uk/

Cave Active Ts
Phil Plume, Fanatic UK SUP surfer/racer, is no stranger to the domestic comp circuit and his new clothing
brand, Cave Active, is set to be all the rage among paddlers this summer season. Featuring simple but eye
catching designs, Cave tees come in four flavours to suit all tastes and moods. If you’re super keen on
sporting threads from an alternative company – and one with strong SUP ties – then hit up their website
for full details.
Cave Active also have a range of beanie hats for those chillier nights and stay tuned for more being added
to the Cave shop over the coming months.
Price: £17-£20
Info: www.caveactive.com/

Riz boardies
Riz are Ryan James (UK’s race maestro) swimmers of choice, and for good reason. Manufactured from
recycled plastic bottles, these boardies wear their green credentials on their sleeve. Oh, and they’re super
comfy to boot with a bunch of features not normally associated with water wear. Zipper fly makes access
easy – when you gotta go you just have to go. The front zip pouch is a neat little addition too for storing your
change or other small bits when not in the drink. We’ve been wearing the Riz Endangered Bee pair and have
to say: we love ‘em!
Price: £90
Info: shop.rizboardshorts.com/collections/all/products/
blighty-longer-surf-short-endangered-bee-teal

Maluku Moratai boardies
Maluku is a small surf brand from deepest darkest Cornwall who create minimalist looking attire that
looks the bomb on land or afloat. Not everyone wants to wear it loud and proud so the knocked back
colour schemes and designs are more for when you’re feeling subtle. Great when wet, the Maluku Moratai
boardies offer comfort and style when sweeping, while quick dry material ensures you’ll be moisture free
by the time you’ve packed your SUP gear away.
Price: £40
Info: http://malukusurf.com/morotai-boardshort.html
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Hutch SUP Wear boardies
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Owner Simon Hutchinson (hence the name Hutch SUP Wear) is stoked of his noggin about stand up and
as such created the Hutch SUP Wear brand to outfit paddlers in stylish threads – on terra firma or out in
the deep blue. We reviewed the brand’s hoody and tee a few issues ago, so were stoked to get our hands
on Hutch’s new line of boardies – just in time for our Greek trip (see feature elsewhere). Comfortably
fitting, quick dry material is super soft against skin while the thigh side pockets are great additions
without the need for pulling Velcro – hands in pocket slouchers take note: these are for you. Retro design
and colourways top off the Hutch SUP Wear look.
Price: £25
Info: www.hutchsupwear.com/supshop/board-shorts/

Gumbies flip flops
A new name to some, Gumbies is an Australian brand who put importance on comfort as well as style.
Their awesome flip flops are worthy of adorning even the most discerning of SUPers feet and the extra
wide grippy sole makes getting to and from your chosen SUP launch all the easier.
Price: £20
Info: www.gumbies.co.uk/

Carve sunnies
Whether you’re out paddling in the sun or simply chilling at the beach, a decent pair of ray deflectors is
always going to be needed. Tried and tested under the harsh Aussie sun, Carve sunglasses are well
manufactured with a catalogue of ultra-modern styles that scream ‘surfer lifestyle’. We tried our fair
share of shades over the years and these Carve Goblin additions certainly live up to expectations –
Polarised coated lenses doing away with unwanted bright glare, all the while looking stylish to boot.
Price: £27
Info: https://carve.com.au

Palm tech waterwear
Palm Equipment have come a long way since their halcyon days as a simple kayak brand. These days their
tech threads and apparel can be seen on the backs of Sam Ross and other high profile UK stand up paddlers –
and it’s little wonder why. The brand’s Horizon boardshorts have been getting a thorough going over from SUP
Mag UK since late spring. Featuring an integral thermal liner, water repellent outer fabric and knee length
quick drying materials, the Horizon boardshort is a winner for slightly parkier summer days when you only
require the bare minimum of coverage. Although Palm’s Arun top is a drysuit baselayer, we’ve also been
using this in conjunction with the Horizon short as the two garments together make an awesome flat
water/race/touring outfit that will see you warm and dry (as long as you don’t take a dip!).
Price: Horizon boardies £54.95, Arun base layer £29.95
Info: http://palmequipmenteurope.com

Stuffa One
Summer is the time for holidays and jetting off somewhere warm(er) and tropical. Unfortunately, such is
the age we live in, air travel can these days be a lottery with the amount of kit you can take. Luggage
allowances aside, you’ll still need space for spare fins, fin keys, leashes and other assorted SUP
accessories. Enter the Stuffa One jacket. Not only is this a warm and cosy bodywarmer style of top layer,
it also features a number of secret stash compartments within the inner liner. Here’s where you can hide a
load of goodies and get them on the plane without having to re-pack your main luggage. Another item
we used to good effect when jetting off to warmer climes.
Price: £85
Info: www.stuffa.co.uk/shop/mens/stuffa-one-m/

NCW thermal long john and drybag
North Coast Wetsuits make a bunch of quality home grown neoprene suits and their summer thermal
long john follows the trend. Well manufactured, this type of suit is perfectly suited to UK SUPers as it
offers just enough coverage to keep the chill at bay during nippier sessions. Combine it with a thermal
rash vest for increased performance and you have a top drawer bit of kit that’s super versatile. In tandem
the NCW wet/dry bag is a well-designed backpack that doubles as drybag for when you’re at the beach.
Simply stuff your wetty inside, zip it up and no more wet dog smells during your ride home. Alternatively
use it as a rucksack for days at the beach to keep things moisture free.
Price: Long john thermal wetty £32.95, drybag £38.95
Info: www.northcoastwetsuits.co.uk
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